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Abstract

Nowadays, organisations consider cyber security risk as one of the crit-

ical risks at organisations. Due to the increase of cyber-related attacks

and more advanced technologies, organisations are forced to implement the

proper cyber risk management and find the optimality of security expendi-

ture distribution for treating those risks.

About twenty years ago, cyber insurance has been introduced as one of

the risk treatment methods backing up the security controls. The concept

is further benefiting both organisations and the market, where the insurers

globally expect 20$ billion in 2025 [1]. On the other hand, cyber insurance

has been dealing with several hurdles on the way to maturing. One of the

problematic challenges is the relation between cyber insurance and security

investments (or controls). Several papers theoretically devoted the analyses

on this issue where some highlighted that cyber insurance could be an in-

centive for security investments while others claim may lead to the fall of

investments for self-protection. Since everything lies in a densely intercon-

nected and risk-prone cyber environment, there are various factors on the

relation, which effects should be thoroughly investigated.

The overall goal of the thesis is to analyse the problems lying in the risk

treatment phase and propose an applicable solution to deal with. In par-

ticular, we would like to take into account the following factors to address

the relation between cyber insurance and security investments. We first

analyse different market models to study possible ways to keep both cyber



insurance and security investments in both competitive and non-competitive

insurance markets. Some studies showed that security investments fall in

the non-competitive insurance market. In this regard, we would like to in-

vestigate the possibility of raising the security investments by optimising

the loading factor, an additional amount of fee for the premium.

In practice, organisations do not face a single threat but multiple-threats

during a certain period. To the best of our knowledge, there is not a study

considering multiple threats in the cyber insurance field to analyse how se-

curity investments can be varied. Thus, we investigate the multiple threats

case in a competitive cyber insurance market and find how security ex-

penditure can be efficiently distributed between the insurance premium and

security investments/controls. The analysis allows us to map security con-

trols and cyber insurance cost-effectively. We provide both theoretical and

algorithmic solutions to deal with the problem and validate the solutions in

both artificial and practical cases. For a practical scenario, we develop a

questionnaire-based risk assessment tool to feed our risk treatment solution

with necessary empirical data.

In both insurance markets, a degree of security interdependence is a

unique peculiarity that affects the behaviour of organisations to invest in

their self-protection and have cyber insurance. We theoretically analyse the

effect of security interdependence in both market models and show whether

it affects positively or negatively.

Keywords

[Cyber insurance, Security investments, Risk treatment, Security control

selection, Optimisation of security expenditure]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”It takes 20 years to build a reputation and few minutes of cyber-incident

to ruin it” – Stephane Nappo. Cyber security, especially these days, is

being considered as one of the crucial topics since more organisations and

individuals are being targeted by different types of cyber attacks [2, 3, 4].

There are numerous motivations behind the growth of cyber attacks, such

as rapidly changing attack surface, emerging advanced tools and lack of

security awareness campaigns [5, 6]. The resulting losses have already

made the organisations consider cyber risks to be an essential part of their

whole risk management. For example, Wanna-Cry Ransomware attack1 [4]

caused globally a huge loss equal to 4$ billion and hit around 230,000 end

devices in 150 countries.

Moreover, the dynamicity of cyber security landscape is noticeably and

rapidly changing. Especially, in the last years, many end devices are on

the rise and the interconnectedness of the cyber world is becoming more

complex due to IoT and Cloud trends. From the perspectives of usefulness

and efficacy, these advanced technologies are bringing various advantages

into our daily life. On the other hand, Symantec reports [2, 3] highlighted

that many security breaches in IoT are on the rise comparing to past years.

Last but not least, Ponemon and IBM [7] reported insights on the financial
1A type of attack which encrypts all data, i.e., pdf files, and asks for a ransom to decrypt.
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1.1. RISK ASSESSMENT CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

impact of cyber attacks and corresponding mitigation controls. The report

underlines how severe cyber attacks can be and having mitigation controls

is not a sufficient defence mechanism. In summary, cyber risks and attacks

are proliferating irrespective of current approaches, and it is required to

have other (up to date) treatments of these risks as a simple mitigation

technique cannot solely solve the problem.

To deal with these challenges, from a senior management perspective,

the first and the foremost action is to implement proper cyber risk man-

agement, which involves different personnel from various fields of the or-

ganisation. Depending on the type of organisations, there are numerous

guidelines, standards and policies to follow in terms of managing the risks.

Cyber risk management is effective when it complies with the right (some-

times mandatory) policies and standards alongside.

In general, the risk management process comprises three core steps –

1) assessing and analysing the risks, 2) treating those identified risks and

3) reporting, monitoring and updating [23, 98]. However, considering dif-

ferent factors (i.e., advanced hacking technologies) in cyber security, the

cyber risk assessment process has always been challenging. This eventually

results in an inefficient security investment strategy during the risk treat-

ment phase. Moreover, a limited budget and scarce information on security

posture make the risk treatment process considerably complicated and er-

roneous. Regardless of obstacles, risk assessment is the pivotal activity to

efficient risk management implementation and it enables the possibility of

linking technical aspects and high-level models.

1.1 Risk Assessment

Risks, in general, are related to potential future incidents and their likeli-

hood of being occurred. Thus, the risk is considered as a result of proba-

2



1.1. RISK ASSESSMENT CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

bilistic2 events. To manage and measure those risks, risk assessment plays

a vital part, which helps to find the likelihood of certain attacks (or inci-

dents) and the resulting impact on a condition that the attackers achieved

their goal. The whole process comprises identifying the assets, threats and

vulnerabilities for either qualitative or quantitative analysis. So far, numer-

ous approaches were proposed, i.e., MAGERIT [12] and others [8, 13, 20],

to identify and an accurate assessment process for analysis of cyber risks.

The risk identification phase defines the assets, threats and vulnerabilities

that should be treated.

From the risk assessment team side, the most basic and simple method

to obtain the information on the risk identification phase is to conduct

meetings and interviews with stakeholders [12, 8, 13]. Even though these

approaches may provide us with full information about the security level,

they are considered time-consuming and sometimes inaccurate because of

practitioners’ lack of expertise (i.e., most SMEs do not have a dedicated ex-

pert on dealing with security issues). To support the information collection

processes, questionnaires, i.e., ISRAM by Bilge Karabacak et al., [14, 15]

are widely adapted and they are often created based on well-known secu-

rity standards. Other technical methods, such as network scanning, further

appear to be incredibly useful for the identification phase. Based on the

information found, an assessment team continues with the analysing phase

to determine how likely identified vulnerabilities can be exploited and what

is the expected impact once it is being exposed. The analysis phase can

be conducted in either a quantitative or qualitative manner. In practice,

a combination of methods is often recommended since they have their ad-

vantages and disadvantages.

An important but difficult part is to accurately find the likelihood of

attack (or a successful threat occurrence). In practice, this likelihood can

2Cyber security incident may happen or not
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1.2. RISK TREATMENT CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

be determined using internal statistical data or taking data from global

surveys, like the ones from Symantec, Ponemon, etc [7, 2]. Unfortunately,

often internal statistics is not enough to identify these likelihoods and

global surveys are not organisation-specific. Several scientific authors [13,

12, 16] tried to approach this problem by adapting Attack Trees and Graphs

to compute the probability of being compromised and suggest applicable

countermeasures at each phase. Mcqueen et al., [17] proposed a time-to-

compromise metric to find the likelihood of attack based on obtainable

information in vulnerabilities and exploits. The idea was extended by [19]

with consideration of CVSS value. Also, F.Massacci et al., [20] introduced a

model to estimate the organisation’s likelihood of attack quantitatively by

having consideration of two attack phases. Their methodology is based on

actual data that can be accumulated through Intrusion Detection System

(IDS) and periodic Vulnerability Assessment (VA) for any organisations.

In this work, we adopt the idea of the questionnaire approach to obtain

the basic information to identify and analyse the organisation’s risk. The

questionnaire risk assessment process helps to identify all available and in-

stalled security controls so that our risk treatment solution can be fed. Not

only do we adapt the concept of questioning, but also we extend the method

by applying the weighted approach (weighting all contributions of vulnera-

bilities/protections for specific threats) and the time-to-compromise metric

as an alternative way to assess the risk. The result of the approach can

help us to find the likelihood of attack and knowledge on the organisation’s

security posture.

1.2 Risk Treatment

Once cyber risks are assessed and evaluated, the next step, the risk treat-

ment process, should be carried out. Also, it is worth mentioning that the

4
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main focus of the thesis work has been done in the risk treatment phase.

This step includes the following alternatives – 1) risk mitigation by in-

stalling security controls, 2) risk transfer by shifting the full or partial losses

to a third party (i.e., cyber insurance), 3) risk avoidance by withdrawing

from the risky activity and 4) risk acceptance, which, an organisation sim-

ply accepts the residual risk. Basically, an organisation should devise an

efficient approach to make a rational decision on whether to reduce, trans-

fer, accept or combine the methods. According to available surveys, there

is always the residual risk even though organisations are confident enough

for their security controls3 [6]. This indicates that having a mitigation so-

lution solely does not treat the risks as one desires. So, the combination of

risk treatment options are highly recommended but should be carried as

efficient as possible. The main challenge in the risk treatment phase is to

allocate the security expenditure in a cost-efficient way.

Security expenditure distribution for risk treatment options is a chal-

lenging topic among researchers and practitioners since cyber security com-

prises a vast area including both technical topics and mathematical models.

To know the efficacy of security controls, Gary Stoneburner et al., [23] and

Gordon et al., [22] conceptualise the cost-benefit analysis which shows the

benefits in saved expenditure because of installation of security control. In

practice, Return on Security investments (ROSI) [24] analysis is a viable

approach since it considers each controls separately and eventually aggre-

gates the results for an analyse. Moreover, when other treatment options

are considered, there is a need for more generic analysis.

In this work, we thoroughly investigate the security expenditure distri-

bution problem among risk treatment options and propose the applicable

solutions to deal with the identified challenges. The concepts are detailed

in the following sections.

3Security controls can be either/both administrative, technical and physical to protect the assets.
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1.3. CYBER INSURANCE CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Cyber Insurance

To support the risk mitigation option, cyber insurance, a risk transfer

alternative, has emerged in past decades to alleviate the financial losses.

The market is flourishing even though the pace is not as it was expected [25,

1]. Apart from the market view, the impact of cyber insurance on security

perspective has been studied by numerous researchers and practitioners,

i.e., Jean Bolot et al., [27] and others [28, 29, 30, 32, 33]. Depending on

the taken assumptions, the effect of cyber insurance varies – some papers

underline that it wears-off the losses while others, i.e., Massacci et al.,

[32] pointed out that cyber insurance might create problems by eroding

security investments. On the other hand, both insurers and insureds can

benefit from the impact of cyber insurance where an organisation/insured

strengthens the security by transferring the residual risks [25].

In particular, cyber insurance has been dealing with a specific problem,

which is – its impact on security investments for one’s self-protection. Some

researchers, i.e., Bruce Schneier [36] and others [39, 40], found out that

cyber insurance can be an incentive to invest for the self-protection, while

H.Ogut et al., [35] and others [34, 38, 27], claimed that once an organisation

has the cyber insurance option, it may invest less or nothing for the ex-

ante security controls. Various factors and assumptions influenced to yield

different results, whether it is positive or negative. Cyber insurance market

model, competitive4 or non-competitive, is one of them. A distinction of

the markets is that the non-competitive market adds an additional fee5 for

4A general conceptual model which does not provide profit to an insurer but highly adaptable for a

theoretical approach.
5An additional fee added for the premium from insured to the insurer, i.e. administrative cost.

6



1.3. CYBER INSURANCE CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the premium computation as:

Premium = Risk – in competitive market;

Premium = LoadingFactor ×Risk – in non-competitive market

This aforementioned process makes the investigation in the non-competitive

market model more complex than it is done in the competitive market

model [27, 48, 30, 35, 34]. On the other hand, the competitive market is

considered as a formal and generic model according to Shetty et al., [43]

and is not profitable.

Additionally, current cyber insurance literature considers only a single

threat case for the models. In practice, this case is not always adapted

since we deal with different types of threats and losses every day (e.g., see

examples of threats from the ISO27005 standard [98]). Thus, current mod-

els find this difficult to conceptualise since the correlation between threats

and security controls are complex. Also, there is a need for optimising

the security investments for security controls which can decrease the insur-

ance premium. For example, in [9, 96, 97], the authors identified potential

threats and security controls in different systems, while an organisation

may find it difficult to implement all required controls. To the best of our

knowledge, the security control selection problem with the availability of

cyber insurance option has not been investigated thus far. Especially, with

the multi-threats case, no one has done the investigation on the relation of

cyber insurance and security investment/controls in the competitive insur-

ance market. Thus, our main goal is to investigate the identified challenges

in the competitive insurance market model and propose an applicable so-

lution.

To encourage the organisation to invest more in self-protection, sev-

eral regulatory approaches were conducted, i.e. fine and rebate mechanism

[27, 49, 38]. The mechanism additionally fines for insureds with low se-

7
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curity and rebates for the ones with high security, next to discrimination

strategy for assigning premiums. Also, an additional fee i.e., special tax, is

another regulation mechanism and it usually appears in a non-competitive

insurance market. Eventually, the premium is estimated higher than the

competitive insurance market due to the added cost (so-called a loading

factor) [25]. Several researchers, such as H.Ogut et al., [35] and Yang et

al., [42] conducted a theoretical investigation on this market and how the

market affects on insured’s behaviour of investing for self-protection. The

interesting point is to analyse if the loading factor can be considered as

an incentive or positive regulator for self-protection or at least to avoid

dropping security investment. We conduct our research considering this

issue and propose a theoretical analysis for solving the problem.

A degree of security interdependence6 is a unique factor in cyber se-

curity, especially in cyber insurance where several papers are devoted to

the analysis of how it affects the insured’s behaviour of investing for self-

protection and having a cyber insurance alternative. H.Ogut et al., [35]

and Zhao et al., [50] show that the increase of security interdependence

leads to the drop in security investment. The problem is how much se-

curity interdependence affects security investments and cyber insurance in

which way. In this work, we theoretically investigate the impact of secu-

rity investments in both cyber insurance markets to find out how it affects

under certain circumstances.

1.4 Contribution

The general goal of this thesis is to analyse the relationship between cy-

ber insurance and security investments under various conditions. We have

6one’s level of security does not depend on only its security investments but it is also affected by the

partner’s security investment.
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1.4. CONTRIBUTION CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Main framework for the proposed solutions on the relation of cyber insurance

and security investments in different markets with various factors

systematically reviewed over 500 papers on those topics in order for a con-

ceiving fundamental analysis of the existing approaches and lying problems.

The following Figure 1.1, shows the main insight of the proposed solutions

and different factors which are covered: The proposed solutions will lie in

two main parts, competitive and non-competitive insurance markets with

a supporting investigation of security interdependence (which is considered

as another chapter). The former section, which is the main research area of

the thesis, helps a decision-maker to distribute the security expenditure in

an efficient method between risk treatment options while the latter chap-

ter, non-competitive market analysis, will prevent the security investments

drop by optimising the loading factor. The first part, Chapter 3 is to deal

with problems in a competitive insurance market of which its premium is

actuarially estimated [25]. As a supporting part, the following, (Chapter 4)

will be dedicated to validating our proposed solution in practical use cases.

In this regard, we developed a questionnaire-based risk assessment tool
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and integrated the tool with our proposed solution. Another approach is

to compute the likelihood of an attack based on the time-to-compromise

metric. Also, we theoretically investigated the impact of security interde-

pendence in the competitive insurance market (see Chapter 5.2). Then,

Chapter 6 will cover the problems related to falling security investments

in a non-competitive insurance market.

The core contribution of Chapter 3 is an approach for risk-averse7

organisations to determine efficient security investments distribution be-

tween various risk treatment options (in particular for risk mitigation and

transfer). Also, we determine specific security controls be applied. To the

best of our knowledge, although the optimal selection of cyber security con-

trols has been studied by many researchers, there is no study of mapping

cost-effective security controls with cyber insurance. Our proposed solu-

tion helps organisations find the best set of controls with optimal security

investments alongside the minimal insurance premium.

The second innovative aspect of our approach is considering multiple-

threats in the cyber insurance model. The solution connects theoretical

models with practical scenarios based on security controls and cyber insur-

ance mapping notion. The crucial part of the solution is to investigate the

problem in a discrete security investments model, in which, an organisation

becomes capable of finding its security level and knowing what controls to

install within their budget. We would like to highlight that we improved

the traditional way of finding the best controls based on dynamic program-

ming by applying projection idea. More importantly, not only an accurate

algorithmic solution has been proposed, but also it was compared with ap-

proximate solutions, i.e., the Genetic Algorithm, for different settings. In

summary, the main points are concluded as follows:

� a theoretical analysis of the distribution of the cost-efficient invest-
7a type of organisation that always attempts to reduce the risks.
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ments when cyber insurance option is available,

� an explicit model to link security investments with selected security

controls, assuming that some initially selected controls could be not

optimal,

� a proposed exact solution for solving the optimisation problem (based

on multi-objective knapsack problem) with new features,

� analysis of the proposed algorithms and approximate solutions (Greedy

and GA), considering the effect of quantity and quality of inputs on

the results.

� Mathematical prove that insureds prefer full insurance also in case of

a multiple-threats case.

In Chapter 4, our proposed solution on an efficient security expenditure

challenge is integrated with the risk assessment tool that we developed.

Through the integration with the risk assessment tool, we delivered our risk

treatment approach to a wider audience. In this way, the proposed solution

helps organisations to deal with the security control selection process in

practice.

In Chapter 5.1, we highlight a new way to look at the cyber insurance

contract considering the Time-to-Compromise metric. Similar to travel

insurance [51], we may change the duration of a cyber insurance contract

by judging from their security level and time to be compromised by at-

tackers. Although the proposed approach faces several challenges, it helps

to link the low level (and potentially measurable and verifiable) time-to-

compromise metric with the high-level risk value suitable for strategic de-

cisions.

In Chapter 5.2, from a theoretical aspect, we have shown that cyber

insurance is positively affected by a degree of interdependence. Our initial

11
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analysis also showed that security investments can be raised when a cyber

insurance option is available. It can be the base of further investigations.

In Chapter 6, we theoretically investigated the problem of security in-

vestment fall and showed how to raise it. We also underlined that insureds

are still interested in buying some portion of insurance regardless of their

high price. Also, the analysis involves the impact of security interdepen-

dence and how it affects the result.

12



Chapter 2

Related work

This chapter reviews the existing literature on cyber insurance and other

related topics we investigated in the thesis. We systematically analyse the

current approaches proposed by various authors in comparison with our

solution.

Many public reports state, i.e., Cisco [6] that risk mitigation option

solely is not best practice against cyber attacks. Cyber insurance was

introduced two decades ago as a risk transfer option, and gradually con-

tributing its impact to the cyber security area as it alleviates cyber-related

losses. The cyber insurance market thrives globally, which expects 20 bil-

lion $ in 2025 [1]. Even though the pace is not as it was expected cyber

insurers are still making profits, as well as insureds, are benefiting from the

market. Also, both researchers and practitioners see cyber insurance as a

promising alternative to deal with cyber incidents in such a way, which, in-

surers collect statistical data to use it for better estimation. Savino Dambra

et al., [33] reviewed the existing approaches on how insurers estimate the

premium and highlighted applicable recommendations. For instance, there

is an urging need for more professionals to develop automatic-tools and

data-driven solutions to replace the current qualitative approaches.

Furthermore, the cyber insurance premium can be seen as an indicator
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to measure the security level of the organisation [25]. Sasha Romanosky

et al., [46] conducted a qualitative analysis of revealing the crucial but of-

ten not public topics investigating the policies among insurance companies

across the USA. The work searched for answers to What losses are covered?

How they estimate the premium? and What type of questions are filled in

to assess the risk?. The authors found that most insurers adapt the general

(flat) equation to calculate the risks, while others use more sophisticated

approaches incorporating different metrics. Also, there is a common con-

fidence level among insurers, which indicates that they know what losses

to cover and what to exclude. Despite the contribution, cyber insurance

has been dealing with several challenges, which is broader than issues in

traditional insurance scenarios. For instance, Shauhin et al., [47] analysed

how the current cyber insurance market reflects on technology and what

challenges should be considered. They further showed why governments

should support insurers and maintain regulatory mechanisms.

In particular, as we have introduced in Chapter 1, the relation be-

tween cyber insurance and security investments is considered as one of

the challenging problems [25]. The relation is further affected by different

market models and other factors, such as security interdependence. For

instance Arunabha Mukhopadhyay et al., [45] proposed Cyber-Risk As-

sessment and Mitigation (CRAM) framework to reduce the overall loss by

decreasing the probability of successful attack and recommending comple-

mentary risk treatment options, i.e., cyber insurance. The authors adapted

the generalized linear models (GLM) to compute the probability of attack

by incorporating the idea of collective risk modelling to estimate the ex-

pected loss which can be mitigated through either security controls or

cyber insurance. As a result, they recommend using cyber insurance when

the probability of attack and impact is low. On the other hand, security

controls are preferable to reduce the losses as a mitigation tool.
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In this work, the core differences between the current approaches and

our proposed solutions are illustrated in Table 2.1:

Current approaches Our solution

Competitive

Insurance Market

Single Threat modelling Multiple Threats modelling

Mostly Theoretical Solutions Both Theoretical and Algorithmic solutions

No mapping of cyber insurance

and security controls
Security control selection with premium

High or Low level of security interdependence Different level

No study of TTC in cyber insurance Integrated TTC metric

Security control

selection

Selects the controls within the budget Finds the optimal budget

Use of simple examples Complex cases and practical example

No comparison between approaches Proposed different approaches and compared

Non-competitive

Insurance Market

Shows how security

investment falls

Shows how to raise security

investments by optimising a loading factor

Table 2.1: The core differences

In the following sections, we describe the existing solutions from different

authors in detail and explain how our proposed solutions cover the gaps

which are left unsolved.

2.1 Competitive Insurance Market

Cyber insurance market models can be seen as two main types, competi-

tive and non-competitive depending on how it functions and estimates the

premium [25]. We start our analysis in a competitive insurance market

model because of its formality and less complexity for a conceptual inves-

tigation. Rotsch et al., [94] and Akerlof et al., [95] underlined that the

competitive market model is considerably attractive than having a non-

competitive model even though the competitive market does not make a

profit without government regulation. Cyber insurance further derived the

model as many researchers devoted their work to the competitive cyber

insurance market model. In particular, the relation between cyber insur-

ance and security investments is caught by various researchers [43, 30, 48].
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In this work, we also focus on the same problem to study if there is an

optimal trade-off between cyber insurance and security investments under

certain circumstances.

Current papers cast the problem considering different factors and reached

two main conclusions. Some researchers [36, 39, 40], i.e., Massacci et al.,

[32] claim that cyber insurance may trigger the security investments to

fall and eventually organisations are inclined to invest less than it has no

cyber insurance case. The result could be a higher premium which further

depends on the organisation’s security posture. On the other hand, others

[35, 34, 38, 27], i.e., H.Ogut et al., [35] provide an analysis that shows

that it is possible to keep both cyber insurance and security investments.

Organisations/insureds could receive a lower premium if they harden their

security. Arunabha Mukhopadhyay et al., [107] highlighted that an afford-

able premium is mapped to basic and concrete security controls. Also,

insureds can be enforced to implement a baseline standard or compliance,

such as GDPR [11] in Europe. The results varied due to the assumptions

that the authors take into account.

One of the factors is the security investments model conceptualised by

authors. It can be either continuous or discrete [25] investment model. In

particular, H.Ogut et al., [35] and others [38, 34] investigated the correla-

tion between security investments and the probability of attack by applying

a continuous investment model which allows the fact that every investment

decrease the probability of attack. The continuous model is often con-

sidered a high-level conceptual model which is widely used in theoretical

analyses. On the other hand, the discrete investment model addresses the

practical situation where not every investment is efficient due to overlap-

ping security controls or costly ones. Jean Bolot et al., [27] and others [48]

applied a discrete investments model, which can be seen as an oversim-

plified model considering a binary value for the probability (high or low),
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depending on whether investments exceed a threshold or they do not. In a

comparison with these papers, we have come up with a more realistic solu-

tion that allows the selection of the best security controls only when there

is enough security investment available. The proposed approach enables

the possibility of computing the probability of survival (or a probability

of an attack) based on a set of available/selected security controls, and

the method for how security expenditure is distributed between the cyber

insurance premium and security controls (investments). Our approach can

be seen as a bridge between high-level models (i.e., continues model) and

low-level details, and the instrument for proving that such approximation

is valid.

Furthermore, current papers on cyber insurance only model a single

threat case which is not a practical case in real-world scenarios [25]. Or-

ganisations face many threats in which each of them can cause different

losses (e.g., see examples of threats from the ISO/IEC 27005 standard

[98]). Also, public reports and databases indicate that the organisation

suffers different losses in a certain period [2, 3]. To close the gap, we cast

the problem and propose our solution considering multiple threats. This

unique challenge has not been investigated in cyber insurance by other

researchers.

Although the effect of security investments has been theoretically inves-

tigated by many researchers [25], there is a limited study on how security

controls are mapped to the premium estimation. In this work, to the con-

trast of many works, our main goal is to provide a thorough analysis for

having cost-effective security controls and defining how to map them with

the correlation of investments and probability. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this problem has been avoided by researchers in past.
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2.1.1 Security control selection

In past decades, selecting the best security controls received huge attention

from various researchers. In particular, an enticement was to find the most

cost-efficient approach. With the exception of a few, many existing works,

i.e., [53, 56, 52], only provide theoretical analysis to the problem.

Among various approaches, Return on Security Investment (ROSI) [24],

Attack Trees and Knapsack Problems [53] are mostly derived because of

their adaptability and well-fit into the problem. For instance, Dewri et al.,

[56] and Chung et al., [52] combined Attack Tree and Return on Investment.

In the former work, the authors presented a cost-benefit analysis against

possible threats by maximizing the ROI index. As a supporting model,

the attack tree was adapted and augmented with potential damage metric

to correlate the dependency between security controls and vulnerabilities.

They model attacker-defender interaction as an ”arms race” and identify

the security controls using multi-objective optimization and competitive

co-evolution. The result shows that there are several advantages to catch,

i.e. a quantitative approach of the problem, and yet it has a complexity

which further increases with the population in competitive co-evolution.

Chung et al., [52] proposed an interesting work to deal with cyber attacks

in a virtual environment by selecting the best countermeasures from a pre-

defined pool and adapting ROI to measure the effectiveness. The authors

used an Attack Graph to model attackers and if there is a new vulnerability

discovered or a countermeasure implemented, the graph will be updated.

For the appropriate countermeasure selection, they used the graph in such

a way as to decrease the probability of being compromised. Both above-

mentioned works find the best controls within a predefined budget and

compute losses for each threat which are aggregated afterwards. These

cost-based analyses, which are partially showed in our greedy approach,
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solve only the basic problem as opposed to ours where we find the optimal

investment to invest.

In most cases, the security control selection can be seen as conceptual

incorporation of two different representations of the control - cost and

its ability to block the threats or close the vulnerabilities. T.Sawik [55]

provided the solution based on the single- or bi-objective mixed-integer

program. Same as other works, the author further finds the best security

controls within a pre-defined budget (which is an input value to the pro-

gram) by applying the Value-at-Risk (VAR) approach. The accuracy of

the result depends on a decision-maker who selects the portfolio for integer

programming through a commercial tool. Similar to the base concept of

T.Sawik’s work, other researchers derived the classic 0-1 Knapsack Prob-

lem (KP) [53] idea to solve the issue. Usually, this sort of problems is seen

as NP-hard and optimisation solutions are often applied.

F.Smeraldi et al., [54] applied combinatorial optimisation, the original

approach according to the authors, to Knapsack Problem to find an op-

timal security investment for the controls. The work shows another way

to solve KP and particularly, it deals with multiple threats. Likewise to

other existing works, it also takes the security budget as a criterion. An-

other work that used combinatorial optimisation is proposed by Andrew

Fielder et al., [65], which integrated game theory analysis for the solution

to capture the interpretation of attacker and defender. The main work is

delivered in a theoretical approach and then applied to Small and Medium

Enterprises (SMEs) for a validation purpose. The results they obtained

was interesting at some points, particularly, concluded indirect cost has an

impact on budget allocation and makes the decision-making more difficult.

Dynamic Programming To solve the Knapsack Problem, there are several

methods provided by researchers. One of them is a Dynamic Programming
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(DP) [66, 67] which finds the optimal selection through iterations until the

certain condition meets. The solution is often lead to an exact answer

but considered a time-consuming method when it deals with a large or

complex input. In KP, the multi-objective context can be seen in different

ways. Some researchers considered multiple objectives to set the criteria

in KP. For instance, Bazgan et al., [68], proposed 0-1 multi-objective KP

(considered 3 objectives for the experiment) has been solved by propos-

ing dynamic programming, in which the authors used several complemen-

tary dominance relations at different states and conducted experimental

validation. Another example of multi-objective KP is a Multi-Objective

Tabu Search (MOTS) algorithm which was developed by Viduto et al.,

[60] to construct efficient non-dominated solutions. They propose a novel

Risk Assessment and Optimisation Model (RAOM) to find the best coun-

termeasures. However, their solution solves a slightly different problem

which considers residual risk and security control objectives separately. It

is worth underlining that multi objectives considered by other authors in

multi-objective knapsack problem [54, 55, 56, 60] (minimisation of losses,

minimisation of costs, maximisation of return of investments, etc.) are dif-

ferent than its meaning in our solution where it stands for multiple threats.

Greedy and Genetic Algorithm Since the performance of DP-based algo-

rithms is proven to be time-consuming regardless of its accuracy, many

researchers derived approximate algorithms to solve 0-1 KP. Evolution-

ary algorithms, i.e., Genetic Algorithm, or Greedy approaches are often

considered in both literature and applications due to their capability of

finding the optimal or nearest optimal solution within a much shorter time

[69, 70]. Greedy approaches are considerably faster but often fails to pro-

vide the exact answer [76]. On the other hand, the Genetic algorithm

shows some promising results even though it is not comparable with the
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DP-based algorithm in terms of accuracy. GA has been improved by many

researchers [101, 104, 71, 72, 61] to make the computation more accurate

and efficient. It has been applied to various applications in real life, and

more importantly in cyber security field. For instance, Suhail Owais et al.,

[73] conducted a survey to apply GA to Intrusion Detection Systems tech-

niques, and Goranin et al., [72] adapted GA to find the countermeasures

to mitigate the propagation of worms through the Internet.

Maya Hristakeva and Dipti Shrestha [101] proposed a GA-based so-

lution for solving the 0-1 Knapsack Problem and compared two selection

methods, roulette-wheel and group selection (they devised a name for their

approach). As an outcome, they claim that the group selection with the

elitism method outperforms the roulette-wheel selection in different cases,

i.e., increasing the number of population. Another work to improve the ac-

curacy of GA proposed by Gupta et al., [104] is a hybrid solution to create

a better initial population. They applied ”fcheck” function to the initial-

isation step to check whether the created population meets the criteria

they set. The idea results from more good chromosomes in the population,

which eventually improved the accuracy of the outcome. Also, Ahmad et

al., [71] proposed a linear regression analysis for creating the most effi-

cient and fit population, yet this work is dedicated to another problem,

the travelling salesman problem (TSP). We have adapted some ideas of

the aforementioned works to initialise the first population and improved

them to fit into our work.

In [103], the authors applied the Genetic Algorithm to select the best

countermeasures against specific threats. All variables for the model was

considered as constant for the sake of simplification and they empirically

experimented with their model. As a result, they find the most effective

countermeasures against certain threats and the overall cost is within the

specified security investment. However, this work does not provide an
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exact answer to finding the best trade-off between security investment and

expected risk. Considering only GA is not a salient example since it does

not find the optimal solution in all cases. All GA solutions in Knapsack

Problem only find the best or close to the best solutions within the budget,

while we apply GA to a completely different problem where we find the

optimal investment based on the best countermeasures.

Not only has the classic 0-1 Knapsack Problem been solved by GA,

but also multi-objective KP is dealt with by GA [63, 61]. For instance,

Kumar et al., [62] proposed an archive-based algorithm REMO (Restricted

Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimizer), which uses the separate archive

to store the remaining population-based on the restricted mating pool,

while Jeffrey Horn et al. [64], introduced the Niched Pareto GA for solving

the Pareto optimal population in multi-objective KP. However, we are

not interested in multi-objective problem as they solved here since we are

dealing with a different problem which has multiple threats.

The core difference between our proposed solution and existing ap-

proaches in finding the best security controls is that we adapted and im-

proved (with a projection idea) the dynamic programming (DP) for the

exact solution, and Greedy and Genetic Algorithm (GA) for the approx-

imate solution, while others simply apply a generic model. For instance,

[55] applied a mixed integer programming method to analyse a simple use

case that only considers 10 threats and 10 controls (something, our algo-

rithm can easily cope with). Smeraldi [54] further considered the classic

dynamic programming and greedy algorithms, while we have also improved

the DP with projection idea. Some authors [103, 56, 57, 61] adapted var-

ious evolutionary algorithms. On the other hand, our experiments prove

that the improved GA is faster and reliable enough (with high settings),

although it still may fail to produce the exact optimal answer. Further-

more, what makes our work unique and different in comparison with the
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above-mentioned works is that we find the optimal security investment to

spend on, while others consider the budget as if it is given in prior. Also,

our model allows mapping security controls and cyber insurance in such a

way that no one has done before. Even though some works contextualise

the multiple threats case, this scenario has been avoided in the cyber in-

surance model so far. In this work, we analyse the gaps and propose our

solution to close them.

2.1.2 Questionnaire-based RA tool

The most common method of obtaining information in risk assessment

is to ask questions from stakeholders, experts and other managing parts

through a course of meetings, workshops and interviews [12, 8, 13]. One

of the well-known approaches is the Delphi method [82] which is helpful

to improve the post-processing after the interviewing step. The process

is consisted of two forms and performed by a small team that creates a

questionnaire for participants [83]. When the participant/organisation fills

the first form, the team analyse the questionnaire and send the second form.

Also, analysis can be carried out through an automatic tool on condition

whether all required questions are completed or left without filling.

To make information gathering easy, the checklists [84, 85, 86], and

worksheets [8] can be integrated with questionnaire method [14] during the

meeting and interview. Furthermore, these questions and checklists can be

filled by an organisation or participant. We have adopted the notion of self-

completion questions in our risk assessment tool which comprises different

categories of questions dedicated to specific purposes.

The idea, questionnaire, is also adapted by Kruger and Kearney [87]

to develop a method for measuring information security awareness of the

organisation. The author used a basic data-processing approach for the

gathered information and adapted a weighted approach combined with
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certain multi-criteria problem solution techniques. Yeh et al., [88] fur-

ther introduced a questionnaire-based method to study the correlation be-

tween security countermeasures and existing threats in the organisation.

The questions are designed to empirically analyse the countermeasures

adopted by the organisation and their effect on security perception. A

similar method was adopted in a work of Nishioka et al., [89] to collect

information on the organisation’s way of hardening the security and more

important way of designing the security. With adopting these ideas and

approaches, we have developed an online risk assessment tool where users

are asked to fill or select a set of questions. The questions are designed

by using ISO/IEC 27001 [111] standard for basic security requirements are

classified as categories.

The questionnaire-based method is also widely used in cyber insur-

ance and insurers become more comfortable with estimating the premium

when they have ample information on the security situation of an insured

[91]. Not only, does the insurer receive the benefit, but the insured also

understands its current security level and know what to improve. Our

questionnaire-based risk assessment tool is also adapted for the cyber insur-

ance model, in which we use the output as an input for the risk treatment

tool.

2.2 Time-to-Compromise metric

One of the security level metrics is time-to-compromise, which is a required

time for an organisation to be compromised by the attackers. From the

attacker’s standpoint, it is the expected time to successfully take down

the system when gaining benefit is higher than the attacker’s effort and

cost. The approach has been studied by several researchers [17, 77, 74],

i.e., Littlewood et al., [74] underlined that as time increases with a given
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number of vulnerabilities and exploits, the probability of successful attack

increases. This makes sense especially assuming the attackers’ skill level

and implemented security controls in the organisation.

Also, [17, 77] pointed out that defining the time-to-compromise provides

us with a reasonable metric to measure the security level of organisations.

In particular, the time-to-compromise metric has been proposed by A.Miles

et al., (2006) [17] to reduce the security risk, which, the work was applied to

a SCADA system as a real-case experiment. The work has been conducted

with certain assumptions, i.e., the components of the system are visible

to an attacker and the model does not address the dependency between

vulnerabilities on different system components. Since there are attackers

who possess different skill levels (from novice to advanced), the metric

is considerably depending on their behaviour. D.John et al. (2009) [123]

introduced an approach which incorporates the method of M.McQueen [17]

into the attack tree approaches so that they can find the shortest path based

on its required time. Similarly, W.Nzoukou et al., (2013) [19] proposed a

framework for measuring the security of a network. The authors enhanced

the idea presented by D.John et al. [123] by adding the CVSS (Common

Vulnerability Scoring System).

In this work, we derived the idea of classic TTC metric by Mcqueen [17]

and improved version by D.John et al., [123] to compute the probability

of attack. The works are adapted into a competitive insurance model and

improved for a multiple threats case.

2.3 Non-competitive Insurance Market

The competitive market model is most suitable for a theoretical investi-

gation and often considered an impractical model. On the other hand,

the non-competitive cyber insurance market is often found in today’s so-
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ciety. Insurers charge a higher premium to capitalise their safety against

bankruptcy. Also, the insured’s behaviour in the non-competitive insur-

ance market model differs from the competitive insurance market model,

where it has to pay an additional amount of fee, loading factor, for the

premium [25, 37]. Furthermore, this additional fee can be served as an in-

centive to invest more so that the insured obtains a lower premium which

is higher than one in a competitive market. Since the market is more

practical, many researchers further conducted mathematical analyses in

this market model. In particular, the change of security investments when

cyber insurance available attracted more researchers.

Khalili et al., [108] investigated how interdependent risks are estimated

in the premium by proposing the idea of including service providers (SPs).

In this work, the authors found out that the insurers are profitable when

they have security interdependence among the customers who are under

one SP. They also found out that if they only provide the insurance for

customers without insuring the SP (which will only participate as a third-

party), the profit decreases comparing the previous scenario.

Ogut et al., [35] analysed the impact of security interdependency on this

market, especially, investigated how security investments changes. The

authors have concluded that the security investments decrease with the

growth of the degree of interdependence and it rises when the immatu-

rity of the market (loading factor) increases. They considered two main

assumptions: 1) use only CARA (Constant Absolute Risk-Aversion) as

a utility function, 2) the losses are taken too small with the comparison

of insured’s wealth. The latter assumption is particularly dangerous for

insurance due to its adverse impact on the risk awareness behaviour of

insureds. As opposed to this work, we propose a generic approach with

the aforementioned assumptions (using CARA and CRRA (constant rel-

ative risk aversion) functions only as an example). More importantly, we
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would like to show finding the optimal loading factor encourages the or-

ganisation/insured to invest up to the desired level. Also, there is not a

study when the degree of interdependence is high. Therefore, we show how

it affects the insured’s behaviour on security investments when there is a

cyber insurance option available.

Another interesting approach was conducted by P. Naghizadeh and M.

Liu [29] for finding the optimal security investments. The model allows in-

surers to collect the proposals of all its insureds (the whole society) for the

desired level of security investment and underlines the policies (i.e., pre-

miums) correspondingly. The model is only acceptable under a condition

where the participation of all insureds is obligatory. From the other side,

our proposed solution enables voluntary participation and ensures that the

insureds are still interested in buying the policy (I ≥ 0) with a specified

premium.

2.3.1 Effect of Security Interdependence in Competitive Market

As cyber insurance has gained much attention in the scientific literature

[92, 25], researchers devoted their analyses to a unique factor, security

interdependence, and its impact on cyber insurance [35, 49, 30, 38, 79].

This section will overview the most important papers and study how they

reflected the idea.

External effect on self-protection has always been lying in cyber security

field due to the interconnectedness, and it further affects the behaviour of

an insured in cyber insurance. In particular, some researchers [35, 49, 30,

38] investigated its effect on relation between cyber insurance and security

investments in self-protection.

H.Ogut et al., [35] provided a theoretical analysis of how a degree of

security interdependence affects the insured’s decision making when cyber

insurance is available. The authors investigated its impact on different
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market models – both competitive and non-competitive, as well as com-

pared with an independent case. The analysis shows that the security

investments fall with an increase of interdependency degree. Also, other

researchers [50, 116], i.e., reached a similar conclusion. The results dif-

fer in a non-competitive insurance market, which shows that the insured

is encouraged to invest when the market immaturity rises. H.Ogut et al.

further investigated the impact of liability contagion and found that this

enforcement can be an incentive to invest even more than a social optimum.

To keep both cyber insurance and security investments, others [27, 49,

38], i.e., Bolot et al., proposed a ”fine and rebate” mechanism in which an

insurer fines the insured that has not invested up to the desired level and

rebates the one who does. The authors concluded that the mechanism only

can be forced in a monopolistic/non-competitive market model without

moral hazard. Pal et al., [38] also reached a similar conclusion that, without

contract discrimination, cyber insurance cannot encourage the insured to

invest. On the other hand, G. Schwartz, N. Shetty et al., [34, 43, 44]

analysed the effect in the competitive insurance market model when there

is a moral hazard. In their work, it is shown that cyber insurance cannot

be an incentive to invest in self-protection.

Similar to the above-mentioned ones but a different variation of the

”fines and rebates” mechanism was proposed by P.Naghizadeh et al., [31].

The main idea is a cooperation game between insureds and insurer who cre-

ates a society and suggests the optimum level of security to enforce. In this

cooperation, each member of society recommends the optimal level which

is eventually aggregated and rationally decided for enforcement by the in-

surer. Such a scheme can be an incentive without information asymmetry

in place.

Overall, studies have shown different results depending on their assump-

tions. In this work, we would like to analyse the effect of security inter-
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dependence in two cases; with and without cyber insurance. Comparing

these cases will allow us to ensure whether a degree of security interdepen-

dence encourages the insured to invest or not in a competitive insurance

market.
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Chapter 3

Optimisation of cyber insurance

coverage with selection of cost

effective security controls.

3.1 Introduction

We first start analysing the relation of cyber insurance and security in-

vestments in a competitive insurance market which is often conceptualised

by researchers due to its simplicity and formality [25]. Moreover, the pre-

mium1 is actuarially estimated based on a risk assessment process, and it

is often referred to as a fair estimation [25]. This indicates that the risk

assessment process is the first challenging step in cyber insurance and it

should be as accurate as possible.

Most papers on cyber insurance, i.e., [35, 37], assume a single threat,

which simplifies the model in the theoretical-oriented analysis. On the

other hand, in practice, organisations face various types of threats during

a certain period. This practical case makes the current models abstract

since there are different losses triggered by those identified threats (e.g.,

see examples of threats from the ISO/IEC 27005 standard [98]). More-

1fee from the insured to the insurer for potential loss cover
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over, the current cyber insurance approaches assume that the probability

of an attack or the threat frequency is computed by knowing the level of

security investments [25]. It is contradicted in a real-world case where the

experts should devise a method to tell what security controls are the best

to meet the highest level of security protection. In this thesis work, we

refer to the security controls as those which are used to mitigate the cyber

risks in both proactive and reactive manners. For example, it could be

a firewall or access control policy as administrative control. Also, taking

into consideration that some controls are already installed in prior, which

makes the further selection of security controls more complex (i.e., some

amount of investments could be already spent and its current distribution

could be not cost-efficient). In particular, some legal requirements or con-

tractual obligations could force the organisation to install, in some cases,

expensive but not efficient enough controls. In this case, it is not enough

to consider only the amount of investments, but it is required to deter-

mine the best additional improvement of security having in mind existing

(probably, not cost-efficient) security configuration. To that end, our first

concern is to provide a solution for the following problem: ”When the mar-

ket is competitive and there are multiple-threats expected to occur, what is

the best approach to minimise the overall risks by distributing the security

expenditure among cyber insurance and security investments options?”.

To treat those identified and assessed risks, the best security control

selection is the core challenge in both risk mitigation and transfer options,

and it has received a lot of attention from various researchers. The prob-

lem is often seen as a classic 0-1 Knapsack Problem [53] based on the cost

of security controls and their capability of reducing the damage of threats

(effectiveness of control). Several authors [54, 55, 56, 57] derived and im-

proved the core idea of the classic 0-1 Knapsack Problem to optimise the

security control selection process. However, existing Knapsack Problems
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have several limitations, i.e., it uses the security budget as a limit to find

the controls (even if some controls are not efficient). Thus the approach is

not cost-effective in some cases.

Furthermore, the utility functions become computationally ineffective

(i.e., existing pseudo-polynomial solutions like Dynamic Programming (DP)

cannot be applied) because of the usage of risks. It could be applicable

in some specific cases where, for instance, only one threat is considered

[2, 102]. On the other hand, when the problem becomes more complex,

i.e., multiple-threats in our case, it will require more conceptually robust

approaches. Therefore, other approximate solutions like Evolutionary Al-

gorithms (i.e., Genetic Algorithms (GA)) and Greedy approaches were in-

troduced. These solutions are much faster and less resource-consuming in

comparison with pseudo-polynomial ones. However, a drawback of these

approaches is to finding the nearest-optimal answers in complex scenarios

instead of the optimal ones. Thus, we look for an applicable solution in the

sense of Simon [105]. Particularly, we derive and improve both exact and

approximate algorithms in harmony with a theoretical investigation con-

sidering the multiple-threats in the competitive insurance market model.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the

existing problems in a competitive insurance market and formalise them

mathematically. Section 3.3 introduces our proposed solutions for those

identified issues. We validate our work in Section 3.4 with implementing

the solution for different use cases. Also, we discuss the limitations taken

in this work and further directions in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6

summarise the chapter by shedding the brief insight.
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3.2 Problem specification

This section casts the cyber insurance and security investment problem in

a competitive insurance market model with a consideration of the multiple-

threats case. In particular, we decompose the specific problem of mapping

security controls with the cyber insurance premium. We analyse the prob-

lems systematically, starting from the baseline scenario where no cyber

insurance option is available to the case of having both cyber insurance

and security controls to treat the risks.

3.2.1 Single threat case without insurance

Before we introduce the main problem, we begin with a basic scenario

in which an organisation invests x amount of investments to mitigate the

identified risks for a certain period of time. Since it is highlighted that

organisation always faces a residual risk even though it installs security

controls. If we assume a threat passes through a set of controls, it causes

certain losses denoted as L. We assign W 0 for the initial wealth of the

organisation and W for the final wealth after a certain period (usually a

year). Taking into account of above-mentioned factors, we can compute

the final wealth given as:

W = W 0 − L− x (3.1)

It is intuitively understandable that without any threats, L = 0, and oth-

erwise, the organisation will face some L > 0. Naturally, the organisation

always aims for a maximum of W by optimising the security investments

x. The following equations represent our two scenarios:

WNN = W 0 − x with no threats

WNL = W 0 − x− L, with threats (3.2)
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where WNN and WNL represent the final wealth in no insurance case with-

out and with threats, respectively. Now, we are interested in defining the

probability of successful events occurring p, which causes the loss. The

probability of successful attacks further depends on the number of invest-

ments for the self-protection (p(x)). Thus, our expected wealth (E(W)) is

given as:

E(W ) = p(x)(W 0 − x− L) + (1− p(x))(W 0 − x) (3.3)

So far, several works [25] investigated the problem of security investments

optimisation. However, no work cast the problem of having multiple-threats,

particularly in cyber insurance concept. In the following sub-sections, we

analyse the main problems in-depth.

3.2.2 Multiple-threats case without insurance

In practice, we face different sorts of threats, where each of them has

the potential to cause different losses. Let us consider an organisation

which has identified nt (nt ∈ N+) relevant threats. For each threat, a

corresponding expected loss has been defined ~L = 〈L1, L2, ..., Lnt〉, where
~L is a vector and Li(1 ≤ i ≤ nt) is its ith member. Now it is perspicuous

that the organisation invests in self-protection by taking into account all

identified threats. Basically, these investments will be spent on a set of

security controls Ks to mitigate the risks, and this set can be seen as

a subset of all available security controls K (e.g., the ones that could be

found in ISO27002 [75] or NIST 800-53 [9]). If we assume the cost of control

to be a function, its result will be a finite non-negative value c : K 7→ N+

(i.e., thousands of Euro). Once we know the cost of each control, the overall

cost of Ks ⊆ K (c(Ks)) is computed as

c(Ks) =
∑
∀k∈Ks

c(k). (3.4)
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The probability of a successful attack which we used so far will be also a

vector for nt threats, ~p(Ks) = 〈p1(Ks), p
2(Ks), ..., p

nt(Ks)〉. Now, if we

know the frequency of threats occurrences ~F = 〈F 1, F 2, ..., F nt〉, the overall

risk for the organisation can be found as follows.

Risk(Ks, x, ~L) = (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~L, (3.5)

where ~a×~b is a usual matrix multiplication of two vectors given as ~a×~b =∑nt
i=1 a

i · bi and the Hadamard product of two vectors ~a and ~b is a vector

~c = ~a�~b = 〈a1 · b1, a2 · b2, ..., ant · bnt〉. We further define ~z = 〈z1, z2, ..., znt〉
as a random vector of numbers for threat occurrences (one per threat)

and p(~z|Ks) be the probability that the considered organisation will face ~z

incidents for some period of time conditional on the implemented controls

Ks. Now our final wealth after occurrence of ~z threats can be defined as:

W (~z,Ks, x) = W 0 − x− ~z × ~L (3.6)

The goal of the organisation is to maximise its expected wealth, i.e.,

E[W (~z,Ks, x)] =
∑
∀~z

(W 0 − x− ~z × ~L) · p(~z|Ks) =

W 0 − x−
∑
∀~z

(~z · p(~z|Ks)× ~L (3.7)

We note that
∑
∀z(~z · p(~z|Ks)

2 is the mean number of occurrences, previ-

ously defined as ~F � ~p(Ks). Finally, our optimisation problem can be seen

2”·” is the scalar multiplication defined as ~a · b = 〈a1 · b, a2 · b, ..., ant · b〉
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as

max
x,Ks

E[W (~z,Ks, x)] =

max
x,Ks

[W 0 − x− (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~L] =

max
x,Ks

[W 0 − x−Risk(Ks, x, ~L)] (3.8)

or

min
x,Ks

[x+ (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~L] (3.9)

3.2.3 Multiple-threats in Insurance case

Until this point, we have only considered a risk mitigation technique to

deal with identified risks. However, depending exclusively on security con-

trols is not enough to reduce the risks, and to that end, we have another

option, cyber insurance. If an organisation decides to have a cyber insur-

ance option, it is offered to pay a premium P and expects some coverage

(called indemnity ~I) if an incident were to occur. Since our loss is a vector,

the indemnity is also considered as a vector of size nt. In cyber insurance,

the indemnity is always equal or lower than loss, i.e., ∀i, Ii ≤ Li, and

the premium is computed through an estimated risk. In other words, we

can simply assume the following equation to compute the premium in a

competitive insurance market [25]:

P = Risk(Ks, x, ~I) (3.10)

Now, after occurrence of ~z threats (i.e., similar to Equation 3.7), our final

wealth is given as:

W (~z,Ks, x, ~I) = W 0 − (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~I − x− ~z × (~L− ~I), (3.11)

where ~I − ~L = 〈I1 − L1, I2 − L2, ..., Int − Lnt〉.
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Similar to other economic models [25, 35, 41], the organisation is preferred

to be risk-averse and uses utility of possessing a certain amount of wealth

U(W ) instead of the pure wealth W itself. In that case, the utility function

is considered to be continuous, non-decreasing, and concave, i.e., U ′(W ) >

0 and U ′′(W ) < 0.

U(W (~z,Ks, x, ~I)) = U(W 0 − (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~I − x− ~z × (~L− ~I)). (3.12)

Finally, the expected utility is equal to:

E[U ] =
∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks) · U(W 0 − (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~I − x+ ~z × (~I − ~L)).

(3.13)

Thus, our goal is to maximise the expected utility (E[U ]) by finding the

optimal x, ~I and Ks.

3.3 Competitive Insurance Market Analysis

The first and core part of the thesis is to devote our solution to the dis-

tribution of cyber security expenditure on cyber insurance premium and

security investment (i.e., installation of security controls) in a competitive

insurance market. In particular, the problem arises when there are multi-

ple threats expected to occur. As we defined in the problem section, there

are no current models to find the optimal investment and indemnity when

there are multiple threats available. The first step is to find the indemnity

as is mathematically shown in the following sub-section.

3.3.1 Indemnity

Even though it has already been proven in the literature that, for a com-

petitive insurance market, the optimal indemnity is equal to loss [25], we
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would like to find out whether this condition also meets in a multi-threats

scenario. In this regard, we apply Jensen’s inequality for a concave function

(for any concave function φ(t) E[φ(t)] ≤ φ(E[t])) for Equation 3.13:∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x) · U(W 0 − (~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~I − x+ ~z × (~I − ~L)) ≤

U(
∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x) ·
[
W 0 − (~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~I − x+ ~z × (~I − ~L)

]
) =

U(

[∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x)

]
(W 0 − x)−

[∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x)

]
·
[
(~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~I

]
+[∑

∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x) · ~z

]
× ~I −

[∑
∀~z

p(~z|Ks, x) · ~z

]
× ~L).

Since
∑
∀~z p(~z|Ks, x) = 1 and ~F � ~p(Ks|x) =

∑
∀~z p(~z|Ks, x) · ~z, we get:

U(W 0 − x−
[
(~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~I

]
+ (~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~I − (~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~L) =

U(W 0 − x− (~F � ~p(Ks|x))× ~L).

The last part (U(W 0 − x − (~F � ~p(Ks|x)) × ~L)) is the expected utility if
~I = ~L. In other words, Equation 3.13 is maximal if ~I = ~L.

It indicates that we can reduce Equation 3.13 for a risk averse organi-

sation given as:

max
x,Ks

U(W 0 − x− (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~L). (3.14)

Since our utility function is non-decreasing, we can simply minimise the

following part (called expenditure) to maximise the utility:

min
x,Ks

(x+ (~F � ~p(Ks))× ~L). (3.15)

Our problem further can be seen similar to what defined in Section 3.2.2

without an insurance case. In this case, the premium is considered as

the accepted risk so that the organisation simply minimise the sum of
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residual risk and security investments for self-protection. Thus, our further

contribution could be applied if one of the conditions (in Equation 3.9)

described above is found to be applicable.

3.3.2 Selection of security controls

Finally, the main problem is to know how to compute p(Ks|x) and devise

the best approach for selecting Ks so that we will be capable of minimising

the Equation 3.15. This has to be done under the circumstances of equal

or fewer investments than x.

Let us denote πj(k) ∈ [0; 1] as the probability of survival that, only

if a threat j passes through the installed control k ∈ Ks. On the given

condition of the value of πj(k) to be equal to either 0 or 1, we may say that

the control k protects the assets against the threat j or it is impractical to

place in, respectively. Same as the probability of attack that we defined,

the probability of survival is also a vector, ~π(k) if k is installed, and the

overall probability of survival can be computed as3:

~π(Ks) =
∏
∀k∈Ks

~π(k), (3.16)

where
∏
∀k∈Ks

stands for the Hadamard product.

Now, we are able to connect ~π(Ks) and ~p(Ks|x). We say that ~p(Ks|x) =

~π(Ks) if Ks minimises Equation 3.15 and its overall cost is below z:

min
∀Ks⊂K

(~F �

[ ∏
∀k∈Ks

~π(k)

]
)× ~L+ x and

∑
∀k∈Ks

c(k) ≤ x. (3.17)

Now, Equation 3.17 becomes the main problem to solve in the following

section.
3We assume the effect of security controls independent from each other.
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3.3.3 Algorithmic Solutions

The problem, Equation 3.17, brings the idea of applying the classic 0-1

Knapsack Problem (KP). However, we derive the main notion instead of

an entire concept of the legacy KP. Instead of summing the values, the

idea is to multiply for aggregation of items (i.e., security controls) and has

a complex utility function (multiplications and summations). Moreover,

we aim for the minimal whereas the original KP is conceptualised for the

maximisation. It is also worth mentioning that the utility function does

not order the preservation of countermeasures, meaning that if we add

the same countermeasure to one set that was riskier than another one,

the resulting set may become less risky. Furthermore, the budget limit is

another criterion in KP and we look for finding the optimal budget rather

than assuming it as a criterion to select the controls. In other words, even

though the problem looks familiar with the original KP, there are several

modifications to find the cost-efficient distribution of the expenditure.

Since we consider multiple-threats, the problem can be seen as the 0-1

multi-objective KP, i.e., a 0-1 KP with many utilities to maximise (i.e.,

threats to reduce, in our case). For this problem, there are several optimi-

sation solutions [68, 103]. The solution does not provide a single algorithm,

but we will propose several methods with the improvements and compare

them for different scenarios. The algorithmic solutions will be as follows:

� find the exact solution by implementing Dynamic Programming,

� improve the Dynamic Programming solution (e.g., embedding the Pro-

jection idea),

� adapt a couple of approximate solutions (e.g., Greedy and Genetic

Algorithms) to the problem

� conduct an analysis for the applicability of the solutions (will be ad-
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dressed in Results chapter).

Dynamic Programming We start with the Dynamic Programming (DP)

solution to solve the 0-1 multi-objective KP by adapting the main concept

of the work by Bazgan et al., [68]. In both theory and practice, the DP

is applied if the whole problem could be seen as recursively nested sub-

problems. In particular, DP solves the optimisation problem by breaking

the whole problem down into simpler sub-problems and finds the optimal

solution through a series of iterations and comparisons.

Let all the elements of K as j = 0, 1, ..., nK (where nK is the size of K)

and check all countermeasures to know whether it satisfies the requirement

or not in order to select or reject, respectively. Basically, we will check all

controls j = 0, ..., q and continue with j = q + 1, ..., nk, once we reach a

control kq

To represent the value, we denote the positive integer values as costs of

countermeasures, such that ∀k ∈ K (c(j) = C ·mj), where C is the greatest

common divisor for all costs and mj is just some positive natural value

∀j,mj ∈ N+. In this case, the common divisor C will be the increasing

step to limit the computations in every cell (i.e., x = C · m, where m =

0, 1, ...,mmax). To align the costs of countermeasures and budget limit, we

need an auxiliary matrix T .

To advance in two directions (i.e., considered controls and budget limit)

we need an auxiliary matrix T . In this regard, every cell T [j][m] keeps the

best solution considering the first j controls and budget limit x = m · C
(the probability is computed with Equation 3.16). Based on this idea, the

whole process checks all controls as it keeps increasing the budget with

the common divisor. In other words, we are looking for the value (and

associated selection of controls) of the cell T [nt][m
∗], and this will be the

optimal solution for the whole problem, while every T [j][m] (for j < nt
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and m < m∗) are the sub-problems.

Since we consider multi-threats, the combination of different security

controls can be provided within the budget limit, where every cell can keep

several alternatives. In the traditional method for solving 0-1 KP, every

sub-problem (i.e., a selection of alternatives for T [j][m] j < nt and m <

m∗) could be solved, because the utility function used is order-preserving.

Working with a multi-objective optimisation problem, we have no definitive

criteria to select the best solution for a sub-problem apart from classifying

them as dominated and non-dominated vectors. Naturally, to simplify the

computation, all dominated vectors can be removed.

Basically, the core of the algorithm for 0-1 multi-objective KP could be

seen as the following recursive algorithm:

Figure 3.1: Recursive algorithm

As opposed to traditional methods, we consider the security budget limit

as not a given value but this value will be found (optimized x∗) by solving

Equation 3.15. Also, the recursive algorithm does not require the security

investment to be bound and this allows us to start the investments from

0 to the optimal one (also extending matrix T for new x to check). by

increasing it. At the same time, we should ensure the minimum number of

iterations to save both time and resource.

We can re-write Equation 3.15 as follows, denoting the optimal premium
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(or risk) if x amount is invested in self-protection as P ∗(x):

min
∀x

(P ∗(x) + x). (3.18)

Considering some amount of investments xr ∈ [0,W 0] to be evaluated at

step r ∈ [0;W 0/C], we are interested only in the following future steps y:

xr + P ∗(xr) > xr+y + P ∗(xr+y); (3.19)

xr+y < P ∗(xr) + xr − P ∗min; (3.20)

, where P ∗min = ~F �

[ ∏
∀k∈K

~π(k)

]
)× ~L. (3.21)

The aforementioned two equations (15 and 16) lead us to the following

observations. First, Equation 3.19, shows how the selection of optimal

value is found by comparing the current best value (i.e., up to step r) with

the next ones (y > 0). The latter, Equation 3.20, limits the iteration since

there will be no more efficient solutions. We also may find the first limit,

which is: xlimit0 = P ∗(0)−P ∗min, assuming that P ∗min is the minimal possible

premium/risk that is computed with all available countermeasures Ki = K

installed. On the hand, if the organisation sets a security investment limit

xlim and P ∗(xr) + xr − P ∗min > xlim initially, we should link the further

steps with xr+y < xlim. To that end, the solution will not be greater than

the budget but could be lower than the budget. We also reset the limit for

each better x, since it will be less than the previous one. This observation

can be easily proved as follows. Let xr be the previous best value (i.e., for

all r + y − 1 steps) and xr+y be even better than xr, i.e.,:

P ∗(xr) + xr > P ∗(xr+y) + xr+y. (3.22)

The limits defined at steps r and step r+y are xlimitr and xlimitr+y consequently:

P ∗(xr) + xr − P ∗min = xlimitr ; P ∗(xr+y) + xr+y − P ∗min = xlimitr+y . (3.23)

We then conclude that xlimitr > xlimitr+y .
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Dynamic Programming Based on the described theory based idea, we now

introduce the algorithmic solution (Algorithm 1), which a) finds the op-

timal investments in self-protection x∗; b) ensures the lowest expenditure

((~F � ~pr(K∗s |x∗)) × ~L + x∗). Even though the core of the dynamic pro-

gramming approach for 0-1 multi-objective KP [68] has been re-used, the

adaptation and modification allow us to take the optimal investments as

an output rather than taking it as an input. The algorithm starts defining

the initial variables and functions for the input i.e., cost function and single

loss expectancy, line 3 and 6 respectively. Another important contribution

in this algorithm is that it allows the organisation has already invested

some amount xinit in its self-protection (installing an initial set of controls

Kinit which yields the initial probability of attack ~pinit ) due to the basic

mandatory regulations i.e., GDPR. Yet, for further analysis, the initial set

of controls are not going to make an impact since the goal is to select the

best ones among the available controls: Kinit ∩K = ∅.
Before start checking the controls, the algorithm computes minimal pre-

mium Pmin and sets up initial values (9 and 16). Since finding the GCD is

well-known and, thus, is not going to be described in details and we just

define the function as GCD(∪∀k∈Kc(k)).

As it is stated in Equation 3.20, the limit x is increased with its counter

m until exp − Pmin condition does not hold (line 17). In more details,

the computation considers all controls one by one (line 19) for every in-

creased limit x. And for each control, we compare: 1) a set of previously

selected controls with kj (
⋃
∀l
~π(kj) � T [j − 1][m − c(kj)/C][l]), 2) and the

best selection of controls without kj (T [j − 1][m]) (line 21). In every cell,

there are only non-dominated elements left to be considered for the further

computation.

If the cost of next control is higher than the investment x, we keep the

previously selected controls and the corresponding probability of survival
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Algorithm 1: Selecting the best set of countermeasures

1 Function(searchForOptimalInvesments)

Input: K, c, π, ~F , ~L, xinit, pinit, C

Require:

2 K // a set of countermeasures

3 c : K 7→ N // cost function

4 π : K 7→ 2[0;1] // survival probability per threat function

5 ~F // frequency vector of R+ values

6 ~L // single loss expectency vector of N+ values

7 xinit ∈ N // initial investments

8 ~pinit // initial overall probability of survival vector of values from [0; 1]

Ensure: lowest (~F � ~pr(Ks|x))× ~L+ x for optimal security investment x∗

9 exp := (~F � ~pinit)× ~L+ xinit

// Remember the initial expenditure as optimal

10 P ∗min := ~F �
[∏
∀k∈K ~π(k)

]
)× ~L

11 x∗ := xinit // Optimal Investment starts with xinit

12 ∀q T [q][0] := {~pinit} // a dynamic matrix of optimal probabilities. Add new (and the

first) column x = xinit, with one vector ~pinit

13 C := GCD(∪∀k∈Kc(k)) // the greatest common divisor for cost of controls

14 x := C // first increase of investments

15 m := 1 // investment counter starts with 1

16 nk := |K| // the size of set K

17 while x+ xinit ≤ exp− P ∗min do

// Do while x is below the optimal expenditure

18 ∀j T [j][m] := {~pinit} // new column is set with vector ~pinit
19 for j := 1, nk do

// for all countermeasures

20 if (c(kj) ≤ x ) then

// check the cost limit

21 T [j][m] := non− dominant


⋃
∀l
~π(kj)� T [j − 1][m− c(kj)/C][l]

T [j − 1][m]

// store all non-dominant vectors comparing two sets: with new

control and without.

22 else

23 T [j][m] := T [j − 1][m]

// continue without adding new control j

24 for l := 0, |T [nk][m]| do
// for all vectors stored in T [nk][m]

25 if (~F � T [nk][m][l])× ~L+ x+ xinit < exp then

// reduced the expenditure?

26 exp := ~F � T [nk][m][l])× ~L+ x+ xinit // Store this expenditure as optimal

27 x∗ := x // Remember these investments as optimal

28 x := x+ C

29 m := m+ 1

Return: exp, x∗ 46
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T [j − 1][m] (line 23). As we mentioned above, the computation is not

done as it has been introduced originally (sum and aim for the maximal),

instead, it multiplies the values when there is an additional control added

to the set.

The important part is to compare the current computed security invest-

ment x with the previous one after considering all controls Equation 3.19. If

it is lower than the preceding investments with some vectors from T [nk][m],

we reset the optimal security investments as the new one (line 27). More

importantly, in line 26, we also replace the expenditure with the new one

for the further computations (according to the condition in Equation 3.20).

In line 17, we find the optimal security investment and the lowest secu-

rity expenditure until the condition does not meet. Also, we have devel-

oped a simple backward algorithm to find out which controls are selected

(Algorithm 2). The algorithm simply reverses the selection process in a

simplified way and remembers the selected control in a list.

Algorithm 2: Recover selected controls

1 Function(BackTrack)

Input: x∗, c, T, C

Require:

2 x∗ // optimal investment found by searchForOptimalInvestments algorithm

3 c // cost of controls

4 T // auxiliary matrix T from searchForOptimalInvestments algorithm

5 C // CGD for control cost
Ensure: Optimal Ks

6 Ks := ∅

7 x := x∗ // we start with optimal investment level

8 for i := 0 to n do

// Iteration starts from the end of control’s list

9 if x− c[n− i− 1] < 0 then

10 if T [n− we− 1][x/C] 6= T [n− i][x/C] then

11 Ks.append(k[n - i]) // add n− i -th control the selected controls list

12 x := x - c[n -we - 1] // Decrease the optimal investment by the cost of

(n-i-1)-th control

Return: Ks
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[Dominance criteria] Dynamic Programming In algorithm (1), we have used

the Pareto optimality, i.e., we checked that every element of one vector

is better or equal (in our case, lower or equal) than the corresponding

one from another vector. However, when the number of security controls

increases, the non-dominated vectors for every cell rapidly grows, and this

process significantly slows the algorithm. For this reason, we have studied

possible ways to improve the algorithm.

We have found two viable methods, i) Projection and ii) Sorting to

foster the algorithm. The projection idea aims to strengthen the dominance

criteria, by looking to the remaining controls and assuming the worst case

for a vector with lower risk. If the vector under these conditions still

results in a lower risk than its opponent, we discard the second vector.

Sorting security controls by their cost, leaving the expensive ones for later

consideration, serves to reduce the number of potential alternatives (and

non-dominated vectors) at the end.

To apply the projection method, we first compute the best case scenarios

for all controls with the multiplication of values for threats starting from

the latest control. To store these values, we create a table Best[nk][i]:

Best[j][i] =

j∏
q=nK−1

π(kq)[i] (3.24)

So far, we know the lowest probability of survival for every set of considered

controls (e.g., by j-th one) if all remaining controls will be installed. Now,

we compare the two vectors ~p and ~p′ after considering only j-th control

and check if the risk for the first one is lower than for the second one, i.e.

~F � (~p− ~p′))× ~L < 0. (3.25)

Let’s assume O be set of all indexes for threats (|O| = nt) and for some

i ∈ Ô ⊂ O p[i] > p′[i] and for others i ∈ O\Ô p[i] ≤ p′[i]. We form a vector
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~D with nK values, as follows:

D[i] =

{
Best[j][i] if i ∈ Ô

1 if i ∈ O\Ô
(3.26)

Then, we check if the first vector still produces the lower risk when we

reduce the survival probability for threats from Ô.

~F � ( ~D � (~p− ~p′)))× ~L < 0. (3.27)

If this case becomes ”True”, we can simply remove the second vector from

the following computations because having the first set will always result

in a lower risk for all possible scenarios for the future. Note that this

definition of dominance includes the former Pareto optimal approach in

Algorithm 3.

[Theoretical part] Greedy We have introduced only DP-based solutions

which are accurate for finding the answer and perfectly fine with small

input. However, when we have a large and complex input, the algorithms

appear to be struggling to complete the computation in a preferable time

and require more recourse. Therefore, we look for some approximate solu-

tions which work faster but often find nearly optimal answers.

One of the well-known approaches is a Greedy solution [76], which sig-

nificantly saves time and recourse. The reason for these advantages is that

it adds (or remove) the elements which separately contribute the most (or

the least) to the overall goal. Even though it is simple to implement and

has some pros, the approaches do not always provide the optimal solution

but the nearest ones.

[Algorithm] Greedy The approach that we develop is to select all controls

in the beginning and remove the controls one by one at the same time
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Algorithm 3: Projection Function of the DP

1 Function(newDominanceCheck) // Checking new dominance using projection idea

Input: V ectorsA, V ectorsB,Best[j], ~F , ~L, nt

Require:

2 V ectorsA, V ectorsB // two sets of vectors to check for dominance

3 Best[j] // A vector with corrective values for the current step j

4 ~F // frequency vector of R+ values

5 ~L // single loss expectency vector of N+ values

6 nt // number of threats
Ensure: A set of non-dominated vectors

7 for q < |V ectorsA| do
8 for l < |V ectorsB| do
9 v1 := 0 // vector q is dominating

10 v2 := 0 // vector l is dominating

11 for k < nt do

12 if (V ectorsA[q][i]− V ectorsB[l][i]) < 0 then

13 v2 := v2 + (V ectorsA[q][i]− V ectorsB[l][i]) · F [k] · L[i]
14 v1 := v1 + (V ectorsA[q][i]− V ectorsB[l][i]) ·Best[j][i] · F [k] · L[i]

15 else

16 v2 := v2 + (V ectorsA[q][i]− V ectorsB[l][i]) ·Best[j][i] · F [k] · L[i]
17 v1 := v1 + (V ectorsA[q][i]− V ectorsB[l][i]) · F [k] · L[i]

// new vector is dominating

18 if v2 > 0 then

19 remove vector q from V ectorsA

// old vector is dominating or the same

20 if v1 <= 0 then

21 remove vector l from V ectorsB

22 result := V ectorsA ∪ V ectorsB

comparing which control’s removal reduces the overall expenditure more

than the removal of others. This process is iterated until we are not able to

remove any controls without decreasing the expenditure. The main func-

tions (4, 5, 6) of the algorithm are presented as follows.

The core function, OptimalSelection, is shown from line 1 to 12 in algo-

rithm 4. The algorithm assumes that initially all controls are selected and

gradually remove the ones whose absence reduces the overall expenditure

more than other controls. The iteration continues until no security control

reduces the total expenditure. The overall expenditure is computed in an
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Algorithm 4: The main function for Greedy approach

1 Function(GreedySelection)

Input: c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F

Ensure: lowest minCost and optimalBudget for optimal security investment x∗

2 minCost, optimalBudget := Calc(c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F) // call Calc function to minCost and

optimalBudget

3 index := FindWorstControl(c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F)

4 while index 6= -1 do

// iterate until the loop ends

5 delete c[index] // Delete the cost of the worst control

6 delete π[index] // Delete all probabilities of survival related to the worst

control

7 currentCost, currentBudget := Calc(c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F) // call Calc function to

currentCost and currentBudget

8 if currentCost < minCost then

// check the condition and replace the minCost with currentCost if it

meets

9 minCost := currentCost

10 optimalBudget := currentBudget

11 index := FindWorstControl(c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F)

12 return minCost, optimalBudget

Auxiliary Function Calc (Algorithm 5) with a set of currently selected con-

trols; and the function FindWorstControl (Algorithm 6) selects the worst

control to be removed.

Algorithm 5: Calculation function of Greedy approach

1 Function(Calc) // This function computes the minCost (expenditure)

Input: c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F

2 minCost := 0

3 for i := 1 to length(~L) do

4 prob := 1 // expected loss per threat i

5 for j := 1 to length(c) do

6 prob := prob · π[j][i]

7 minCost := ~F [i] · ~L[i] · ~pinit[i] · prob // put the sum of expected losses to the minCost

8 optimalBudget := sum(c) // put sum of costs to opimalBudget

9 minCost := minCost + optimalBudget // computes the overall expenditure

10 return minCost, optimalBudget
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Algorithm 6: Removal of the worst control for Greedy approach

1 Function(FindWorstControl) // function for finding worst controls

Input: c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F

Ensure: Index of a control with the smallest risk reduction

2 n := length(c) // define the length of costs

3 if n == 1 then

4 return −1

5 h := length(~L) // define the length of probability of survival

6 s := sum(c) // define the length of overall cost

7 minCost, temp := Calc (c, π, ~L, ~pinit, ~F ) // call the Calc() function

8 index := -1

9 for j := 1 to n do

10 val := 0 // the residual risk without j-th control

11 for i := 1 to h do

12 prob := 1 // probability of survival of threat i

13 for l := 1 to n do

14 if l 6= j then

15 prob := prob · π[j][i] // add the relation of π

16 val := val+ ~F [i] · ~L[i] · ~pinit[i] · prob

17 currentCost := val + s - c[i] // compute the currentCost

18 if currentCost < minCost then

19 minCost := currentCost // update the minCost

20 index :=we // take the i-th control’s index and return

21 return index

GA Another frequently adapted optimisation solution is the Genetic Al-

gorithm (GA) [103, 101], one of the Evolutionary Algorithms, and it pro-

vides the optimal or nearest optimal solutions in a short time. We derived

the main idea of GA which [103, 101] proposed, however, to fit into our

problem, we have made some modifications and improvements. The first

problem was to deal with the initial population creation. If we initialise the

population entirely random, the computation and selecting processes con-

sume an enormous time to satisfy the fitting criteria (i.e., see the Equation

3.15). To solve this issue, we have applied the semi-random method for the

initial population. The idea (see algorithm 8) is to convert some percent-

age of genes4 in the generated chromosome into 1. Then it checks whether

4Binary method is used for the genes where if a security control is selected (1) or not (0).
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that chromosome meets the criteria or it does not. If the latter condition

holds, it simply decreases the percentage of selected genes for further at-

tempts. The iteration continues until the algorithm creates the required

number of initial chromosomes. Once all chromosomes are initialized, the

next step is to sort them based on their weight (Equation 3.15), which

will be further divided into 2 parts; good (first part of a population with

a given percentage) and bad chromosomes (rest of the population). Once

the initial population is created after the above-mentioned steps, the next

important part of GA is the creation of a new population (algorithms 9

and 10), where they comprise crossover and mutation procedures with a

merge function. We have improved the crossover technique by applying

both two-points and single-point methods as are shown in Figure 3.2. In

this regard, for the configuration part, one should set the percentage of

them as an input. Also, we have adapted the Elitism technique [101],

Algorithm 7: The main function of the GA algorithm

1 Function(GASelection)

Input: K, π, ~L, ~F , LIMIT

Require:

2 LIMIT ∈ N // a constant value to run the GA

Ensure: lowest expenditure := (~F �
∏
π(Ks|x))× ~L+ x

3 generateRandomChromosomes(chromosomes, POPNum) // generate initial population of

chromosomes

4 sortByExpenditure(chromosomes) // sort chromosomes by expenditure from lowest to

largest

5 theAnswer := chromosomes[0] // Initializing theAnswer

6 for i := 1 to LIMIT do

7 chromosomes := CrossOver(nextGenChromosomes) // Call CrossOver

8 if theAnswer.expenditure < chromosomes[0].expenditure then

9 theAnswer := chromosomes[0] // ensuring the best chromosome

10 chromosomes := Mutation(nextGenChromosomes) // Call Mutation Function

11 if theAnswer.expenditure < chromosomes[0].expenditure then

12 theAnswer := chromosomes[0] // update the best chromosome

Return: theAnswer

which allows us to copy some percentage of the population without per-
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forming a crossover technique, to improve its effectiveness. Then, except

E number of chromosomes, we add the rest of the population to a new list

called nextGenChromosomes. Another contribution is that we classify the

chromosomes by their weight (expenditure) and divide them into good and

bad groups of chromosomes based on their performance. This new list of

chromosomes will be further used for the crossover with 3 different combi-

nation methods – good with good, good with bad and bad with bad. The

Figure 3.2: Crossover techniques

Algorithm 8: Merge Function for the GA

1 Function(Merge)

Input: ch1, ch2, Y1, nk

Require:

2 Y 1 ∈ N // percentage of two-point CrossOver technique

3 ch1 // a chromosome in a pair

4 ch2 // another chromosome in a pair

5 nk ∈ N // number of controls/genes in the chromosome
Ensure: Merging two chromosomes ch1 and ch2

6 y = rand.range(0, 100) // some random percentage

7 if y <= Y 1 then

8 l := rand.range(0, length(ch1.genes)-1)

9 r := rand.range(l, length(ch1.genes)-1)

10 for i := l to r do

11 ch1.genes[i] ↔ ch2.genes[i] // swap i-th genes of two chromosomes

12 else

13 for i:=0 to nk/2 do

14 ch1.genes[i] ↔ ch2.genes[i] // swap i-th genes of two chromosomes

15 return ch1, ch2 // Return a pair of chromosomes
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algorithm sorts the chromosomes after the crossover procedure (after line

28) to check whether the one we found is greater than the one we found

before this step. In GA, a mutation process avoids the result falls into

local minimum solutions and it helps to find the global optima. We have

adapted the main concept of the mutation method, selecting random bits

(number of random bits is defined in prior) based on a defined number,

with the elitism technique, and reverse those bits as is shown in the Fig-

ure 3.3. The process takes place (see the Algorithm 10) after the crossover

step by considering the offsprings, and sorts them by their weights to find

the best performing one.

Figure 3.3: Mutation process
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Algorithm 9: CrossOver function for the New Population of the GA

1 Function(Crossover)

Input: chromosomes, x, N , LIMIT , Y 2, Y 3, b1, b2

Require:

2 chromosomes // a list of current chromosomes

3 N ∈ N // number of chromosomes in the population

4 b1 ∈ N // crossover percentage of good and good chromosomes

5 b2 ∈ N // crossover percentage of good and bad chromosomes

6 Y 2 ∈ N // percentage of chromosomes for Elitism techniques

7 Y 3 ∈ N // percentage of good chromosomes of the population
Ensure: next Generation of Chromosomes obtained by CrossOver

8 nextGenChromosomes := [] // Define nextGenChromosomes empty list

9 E := Y 2 ·N/100 // Define the percentage of elitism in integer

10 for i := 1 to E do

11 nextGenChromosomes.append(chromosomes[i]) // Add i-th chromosome without doing

crossover

12 r := Y 3 ·N/100 // turn the percentage of good chromosomes into integer

13 for i := E+1 to N do

14 y := rand.range(0,100) // define a random integer

15 if y <= b1 then

// check if the crossover percentage of good chromosomes is greater than

than a randomly chosen y

16 ii := rand.range(0, r) // Define a random range of good chromosomes)

17 jj := rand.range(0, r)

18 else if y <= b1 + b2 then

// check if the crossover percentage of good and bad chromosomes is

greater than than a randomly chosen y

19 ii := rand.range(0, r)

20 jj := rand.range(r+1, N-1) // Random range of bad chromosomes

21 else

// check if the crossover percentage of bad and bad chromosomes is

greater than than a randomly chosen y

22 ii := rand.range(r+1, N-1)

23 jj := rand.range(r+1, N-1)

24 ch1, ch2 := Merge(chromosomes[ii], chromosomes[jj])

25 if ch1.cost < x or x = 0 then

// check if cost of ch1 is less than investment or equal to 0

26 nextGenChromsomes.append(ch1)

27 if ch2.cost < x or x = 0 then

// check if cost of ch1 is less than investment or equal to 0

28 nextGenChromsomes.append(ch2)

29 sort(nextGenChromosomes) // Sort the chromosomes by expenditure
Return: nextGenChromosomes
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Algorithm 10: Mutation function for the New Population of the GA

1 Function(Mutation)

Input: chromosomes, Y 2, b3

2 chromosomes // a list of current chromosomes

3 N ∈ N // number of chromosomes in the population

4 Y 2 ∈ N // percentage of chromosomes for Elitism techniques

5 b3 ∈ N // defined number of bits to mutate
Ensure: next Generation of Chromosomes (nextGenChromosomes) obtained by Mutation

6 nextGenChromosomes := [] // Define nextGenChromosomes empty list

7 E := Y 2 ·N/100 // Define the percentage of elitism as integer

8 for i := 1 to E do

9 nextGenChromosomes.append(chromosomes[i]) // update the list

10 for i := E + 1 to N do

11 ch := chromosomes[i]

12 for j := 1 to b3 do

13 y := rand.range(0, length(ch.genes)-1) // reverse y-th gene in

14 ch[i].genes[y] := (ch[i].genes[y] + 1) mod 2 // i-th chromosome

15 nextGenChromosomes.append(ch) // update the list

16 sort(nextGenChromosomes) // Sort the chromosomes by expenditure
Return: nextGenChromosomes
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3.4 Use Case Examples

In a competitive insurance market scenario, we have taken into account

two different examples, artificial use cases and practical one which is a

questionnaire-based risk assessment tool (see Chapter 4). For the former

part, we compare the algorithmic solutions – DP, Greedy and GA, with

various inputs. What we are interested in is the execution time of the pro-

posed solutions and the dependency of input variables. The second crucial

metric is the accuracy of solutions, in particular, approximate (Greedy and

GA) solutions. It is obvious that the approximate algorithms will be much

faster than the DP solution, however, we would like to observe the projec-

tion idea result comparing with the others. In terms of accuracy, DP based

solutions unequivocally outperform the approximate solutions even though

they struggle to find the answers in a preferable time when there are some

large or complex inputs. Since it is time-consuming for DP solutions to

run with those inputs, we set the time limits (assuming that there is no

need to keep running after enough time spent) for the algorithms to finish.

Therefore, we take a simple assumption, where we run the approximate

solutions many times (i.e., high and most accurate settings) so that we can

select the one that we receive most of the time. One may argue that the

answer has the potential not to be the optimal one. On the other hand, the

answer is capable of the nearest solution at least and it is the best reason-

able check we can do. To check with different inputs, we have generated a

small supporting program that generates the different types of inputs. The

program does not fully randomly generate the inputs but with controlled,

i.e., it depends on some quantitative and qualitative inputs parameters.

In more details, the quantitative approach for the input parameters

comprises the number of considered security controls and threats, and we

would like to investigate how the increase of numbers affect both execution
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time and accuracy of the solutions. The qualitative input parameters, on

the other hand, define the complexity of the inputs. The first parameter

is the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) determines the granularity of the

search for an applicable solution (it is expected to easily compare and find

the answers when GCD is higher). Range of the control costs, i.e., how

big is the gap of controls’ costs, would also affect the algorithms’ result.

The number of threats affected by a control shows how the countermeasure

reduces the number of threats, and thus, potentially, this parameter could

have an impact on the projection idea.

Experimented machine’s technical preference. We have used an (Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80GHz (8 CPUs), 2.0GHz) machine that

runs Windows 10 operating system for all the experiments. We agree on

the performance of more powerful machines, which will yield the result in

a shorter time, however, the absolute goal is to study the dependencies.

3.4.1 Basic and Simple scenario

We start with a simple example in order for a thorough understanding of

how the proposed solutions work. Let’s consider an organisation which

has some available security controls to select from and identified possible

threats whose corresponding single loss expectancies are:
~L = 〈3000, 1800, 2800, 4000, 3800〉. Totally eight controls (|K| = nk = 8)

are readily available to be installed and their costs are: (c(k1) = 480; c(k2) =

240; c(k3) = 120; c(k4) = 80; c(k5) = 200; c(k6) = 120; c(k7) = 280; c(k8) =

200). Furthermore, the organisation might have already installed some se-

curity controls that provide the initial probability of attack ~pinit and the

expected frequency of threats ~F . The probability of survival for each se-

curity controls ~πj is also shown in Table 3.1. After implementing all the

approaches with the above-mentioned input, we obtain the best controls
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~pinit ~F ~πk1 ~πk2 ~πk3 ~πk4 ~πk5 ~πk6 ~πk7 ~πk8

0.6 0.8 0.3 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.6

0.7 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.7

0.8 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.5

0.6 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.8

0.6 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.5

Table 3.1: Input vectors

that keep the security expenditure at a minimum. The result is the same

for all algorithms in terms of accuracy and has a trivial difference in time-

consumption.

We first apply our approach based on dynamic programming which

starts with an initial expenditure of exp equal to 5986. This expendi-

ture will be our first limit for searching for the optimal investment level.

Naturally, p̄(Ki|x)) equals to vector p̄init in the beginning. The minimal

premium is equal to P ∗min = 136. Table 3.2 contains the result for the first

21 rounds of the algorithm. In the first round, the expenditure increases

x 0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760∗ 800

exp 5986 6026 4188.4 4228.4 4268.4 3178.4 3213.5 3028.2 2471.1 2511.1 2422.3 2334.1 2310.6 2036.7 1879 1919 1845.7 1861 1812 1642.2 1682

Ki 0 0 4 4 4 3,4 3,6 4,8 3,4,6 3,4,6 3,4,8 2,3,4 2,3,6 3,4,6,8 2,3,4,6 2,3,4,6 2,3,4,8 2,3,6,8 3,4,5,6,8 2,3,4,6,8 2,3,4,6,8

Table 3.2: Selection of best countermeasures within security investment

by the investment increment C = 40 since there are no countermeasures

of the cost below the current investment level x = 40. After the first two

rounds of investments (x = 2 ∗ C = 80), we find the first viable solution,

if countermeasure k4 (with c(k4) = 80) is selected (overall expenditure exp

becomes 4188, which is lower than previous limit 5986). Thus, we raise

the current optimal value of X∗ to 80. The next increment of x (x = 120)

increases the expenditure up to 4228 and we see that there is no more

efficient countermeasure set than the previous choice {k4}. As we continue
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the analysis, we see that, although, in general, the overall expenditure falls,

in some cases (e.g., for x = 80, x = 320 or x = 560), it raises. Thus, it

is obvious, that our problem may have local minimums, but the algorithm

easily overcomes them and continues up to the global minimum. Thus, our

DP algorithm (see Figure 3.4) successfully avoids falling into local mini-

mums (i.e., for x = 80, x = 320 or x = 560) and finds the optimal security

investments, which is the global one, at x = 760. If the organisation invests

Figure 3.4: (Exp) expenditure for security self-investments x

760 for security controls {k2, k3, k4, k6, k8}, the overall expenditure will be

1642. In Figure 3.4, it is also clear that after the optimal value, the overall

expenditure (exp) is gradually increasing with some small drops until the

iteration stops. This shows that, even though there could be some controls

to reduce the risk, there are no cost-efficient ones to select. In this regard,

DP-based algorithms simply check the limit and stop running at x = 1280.

For approximate solutions, Greedy and GA, the result is exactly the

same as it is expected because the current input is relatively simple. While
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DP checks all possible solutions through a series of iteration, the approxi-

mate algorithms stop as soon as they find the best controls based on their

initial configurations, i.e., we set the population number and round of iter-

ations for GA before start running.

3.4.2 Quantitative input parameters

Let us make the experiment more complex like it is similar to the real-life

case by adding first more threats to the input. We would like to analyse

the impact of several threats on the result of the proposed algorithms. The

inputs are randomly generated with 20 security controls, 40 GCD (Greater

Common Divisor - the gap between costs), the cost ranging from 80 up

to 400, and each control affecting every threat. In this section, we would

like to set the ”high” values for the GA settings (see Table 3.3), yet, these

values could be varied depending on the goal of the experiment, especially,

for the qualitative analysis. Table 3.4 shows the results of experiments in

chromosomes combination

Mutation Limit
Population

size

Two point

crossover

percentage

Elitism

percentage
Good & Good Good & Bad Bad & Bad

1 bit 1000 1000 80% 15% 50% 45% 5%

Table 3.3: Constants for GA execution

numeric values.

The first analysis is to find the dependency of the required time with

the different number of threats nt (see Figure 3.5). As it is expected, the

execution time for the Greedy algorithm does increase while it grows for

the other solutions with the increase of the threats’ number. Comparing

with GA, DP solutions take a much longer time where projection idea

performs better than the original DP solution where its time increases
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Table 3.4: Both Time&Accuracy of the solutions for increasing number of threats

Number of threats 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50

20 controls

and up to

50 threats

DP
Execution time (sec) 0.3s 1.6s 16.7s 80.5s 323s 756.5s

Overall loss 800.2 825.4 963.6 1140.5 1213.8 1306.5

Projection
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.2s 0.7s 6.8s 8.9s 18.1s 27.4s 58.5s 271.9s

Overall loss 800.2 825.4 963.6 1140.5 1213.8 1306.5 1479 1617.8 1638.9

Greedy
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.014s 0.021s 0.015s 0.008s 0.009s 0.0156s 0.016s 0.015s

Overall loss 914.3 825.4 1045.2 1140.5 1213.8 1317.1 1560.1 1617.8 1638.9

GA
Execution time (sec) 2.8s 3.7s 5.1s 6.9s 8.5s 9.7s 10.9s 14.1s 16.4s

Overall loss 800.2 825.4 963.6 1140.5 1213.8 1306.5 1479 1617.8 1638.9

exponentially with the increasing number of threats. Among four proposed

Figure 3.5: Comparison of execution time for 4 solutions in case of increasing number of

threats with 20 control cases

solutions, the Greedy outperforms in terms of execution time, yet, it often

fails (highlighted as bold in Table 3.3) to find the optimal answer. Another

approximate solution, GA, performs well in this scenario with the ”high”

setting.
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Furthermore, we would like to investigate the dependency of the execu-

tion time depending on the increasing number of controls. As opposed to

the previous case, in these 4 experiments, the number of threats is fixed

in each case nt = 5, 10, 15 and 20. The four graphs in Figure 3.6 represent

the results of the time dependency while the Table 3.5 indicates both time

and accuracy of the solutions. Same as it was for the previous experi-

Figure 3.6: Comparison of execution time for 4 solutions in case of increasing number of

controls with 5, 10, 15, 20 threats cases

ments, DP is the slowest and most affected by the increasing number of

security controls. In particular, when the number of threats is increased,

the execution time is relatively higher with the number of controls nK . On

the other hand, the improved DP solution is much faster than the ordinary

DP algorithm although the difference is not comparable with the approx-

imate solutions. The most interesting scenario is the increasing execution

time for Greedy which was faster in terms of increasing numbers of threats.
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Table 3.5: Both Time&Accuracy comparison for increasing number of controls

Number of Controls 20 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

5 threats case with

increasing number

of controls

DP
Execution time (sec) 0.04s 0.09s 0.57s 2.8s 6.5s 12.6s 21.4s 28.9s 48.3s

Overall loss 510.6 359.6 356.9 329.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3

Projection
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.07s 0.59s 2.1s 2.9s 6.2s 16.9s 32.1s 77.4s

Overall loss 510.6 359.6 356.9 329.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3

Greedy
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.04s 0.36s 1.2s 2.8s 6.1s 9.3s 14.7s 22.6s

Overall loss 510.6 413 356.9 353.7 337.9 337.9 337.9 342.8 363.7

GA
Execution time (sec) 2.7s 3.2s 4.5s 6.2s 7s 7.69s 9.4s 9.5s 10s

Overall loss 510.6 359.6 356.9 329.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3 322.3

10 threats case with

increasing number

of controls

DP
Execution time (sec) 0.6s 31.9s 331.4s

Overall loss 850.1 553.7 468.1

Projection
Execution time (sec) 0.2s 8.7s 101s 220.7s

Overall loss 850.1 553.7 468.1 428.6

Greedy
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.06s 0.51s 1.7s 3.9s 7.9s 14.3s 22.5s 34.8s

Overall loss 850.1 562.7 488.3 428.6 416.5 385.1 422.3 422.3 455.3

GA
Execution time (sec) 3.77s 4.48s 5.6s 7.4s 8.2s 8.5s 9.5s 10.1s 11.5s

Overall loss 850.1 553.7 468.1 428.6 416.5 385.1 385.1 385.1 385.1

15 threats case with

increasing number

of controls

DP
Execution time (sec) 7.6s

Overall loss 977

Projection
Execution time (sec) 1.24s

Overall loss 977

Greedy
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.15s 1.06s 3.31s 6.7s 12.8s 22.7s 37.8s 74s

Overall loss 977 834.2 598.8 599.2 466.4 478.4 488.5 471.9 441.9

GA
Execution time (sec) 4.9s 6.7s 7.4s 8s 8.6s 9.4s 10.5s 11.6s 12.2s

Overall loss 977 789.7 598.8 576.2 466.4 466.4 468.5 465.2 434

20 threats case with

increasing number

of controls

DP
Execution time (sec) 36.7s

Overall loss 1236.2

Projection
Execution time (sec) 4.6s

Overall loss 1236.2

Greedy
Execution time (sec) 0.01s 0.17s 1.1s 4.9s 8.3s 18.1s 26.6s 42.3s 87.5s

Overall loss 1236.2 850.9 774.2 699.2 678.6 645.3 653.8 667.7 577.9

GA
Execution time (sec) 6.7s 8.2s 8.7s 10.2s 10.8s 11.7s 12.4s 14s 14.3s

Overall loss 1236.2 850.9 714.2 659.1 642 619.2 619.2 612.1 577.9

Moreover, GA is less affected among all solutions, it is expected to keep

the performance for the further increase of controls.

For accuracy, GA outperforms the Greedy solution which fails most of

the time. However, at some points, it is hard to say whether GA finds

the optimal solution since DP based algorithms cannot provide the result

due to its prolonged execution time. In this regard, we run the experiment

several times to ensure the result is the optimal or the nearest optimal at
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least.

To conclude the quantitative analyses, the projection idea improves the

original DP solution, yet, it is not enough when the number of parameters

increases. On the contrary, the approximate solutions are much faster

and especially GA is capable of finding the optimal solutions. For Greedy,

regardless of its quick execution, it often finds the nearest solutions instead

of the optimal ones. So far, GA with ”high” settings is the most preferable

solution for finding the optimal answer.

3.4.3 Qualitative parameters

While we showed how changing numbers of threats and controls affect

the result, this part presents how the complexities of inputs qualitatively

change the results. To conduct the qualitative analyses, we run at least 3

experiments with different values for the selected parameters (GCD, Range

of the control costs, Number of threats affected by a control). These param-

eters make the computation more difficult for finding the optimal solution

in approximate algorithms while DP becomes much slower. Apart from

those parameters, the rest of the inputs stays constant for the experiment.

The overall results can be given as are in Table 3.6.

For the controls and threats, the numbers are set at 30 and 10 respec-

tively, and the costs are varied with different GCDs (40, 20, and 10) while

the range of costs is between 80 and 160. According to the result, it is

clear that DP algorithms are enormously affected by the decrease of GCD

whereas approximate ones are less impacted by the change. The Greedy

algorithm outperforms in terms of execution time, yet, it lacks accuracy

comparing with others.

Furthermore, we present how the variation of costs can change the ex-

ecution time of proposed solutions (see Table 3.6). Same as the first case,

DP-based algorithms again are time-consuming as the variance becomes
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Algorithms DP Projection Greedy GA

Changing GCD

(30 controls and

10 threats with

80 to 160 cost range)

40 GCD
Execution time (sec) 418s 74.6s 0.03s 3.8s

Overall loss 627.1 627.1 700.6 627.1

20 GCD
Execution time (sec) 496s 75.5s 0.03s 4.2s

Overall loss 543.9 543.9 567.8 543.9

10 GCD
Execution time (sec) 1369.6s 92.1s 0.03s 4.8s

Overall loss 576.9 576.9 613.2 576.9

Different range

of cost

(30 controls and

10 threats with

40 GCD)

80 - 400 range
Execution time (sec) 6s 1.2s 0.01s 3.6s

Overall loss 706.6 706.6 706.6 706.6

80 - 160 range
Execution time (sec) 418s 74.6s 0.03s 3.8s

Overall loss 627.1 627.1 700.6 627.1

80 - 120 range
Execution time (sec) 1741.7s 132.5s 0.03s 4.2s

Overall loss 495.3 495.3 544.2 495.3

Affected threats

(30 controls and

10 threats with

40 GCD and 80 to

400 cost range)

1 threat
Execution time (sec) >600s 0.2s 0.01s 4.7s

Overall loss 10277 10277 10277

4 threats
Execution time (sec) >600s 3.3s 0.01s 3.8s

Overall loss 2411.5 2411.5 2411.5

7 threats
Execution time (sec) 339.9s 1.7s 0.01s 3.6s

Overall loss 947.2 947.2 947.2 947.2

10 threats
Execution time (sec) 6s 1.2s 0.01s 3.6s

Overall loss 706.6 706.6 706.6 706.6

Table 3.6: Both time and accuracy of the solutions for different scenarios

lower. For the approximate ones, they yield the result in a bit longer time

comparing to the previous example of changing GCD. As it is expected,

the Greedy one is the worst for finding the optimal answer.

The final experiment is to study the situation when controls work against

only a certain number of threats (e.g., 1, 4, 7, and 10). The fewer threats

are affected, the more time required for the original DP approach, while

GA and DP with projection solutions’ time gradually drops. In this exper-

iment, we clearly see how DP with projection idea improves the original

approach as it finds the solution much faster for 1 threat affected case and

immediately increases for 4 threats affected case. This can be explained

that the projection idea is much effective with non-dominated vectors, es-

pecially, when those are easy to project. The good thing is that the Greedy
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solution is stable with execution time at around 0.01 seconds and finds the

optimal solutions.

3.4.4 Precision of GA and Greedy algorithms

In previous experiments, it has been presented that the approximate so-

lutions, Greedy and GA, are much faster than DP ones for finding the

solution. However, at some points, they are inaccurate when the input be-

comes more complex or large. In plain words, it can be concluded that the

approximate solutions may produce the optimal answer unless it is tested

with different inputs to know their limits. In this regard, we have changed

the settings for GA from ”high” to different levels (i.e. lowering the limit

number and population size). In Table 3.7, we evaluate the execution time

and accuracy of the algorithms with different settings for GA and their

comparison with the Greedy results (binary representation of either Suc-

cess or Failure for finding the optimal answer). Since the accuracy of GA

cannot be proved, we have run the experiment 10 times (highlighted and

represented in seconds) for each case for GA ones.

With the small population size and limit, GA fails more often to find the

optimal solution even though it is much faster than the ”high” settings5”.

Same as the qualitative analyses, some parameters affect the accuracy and

time, i.e., GCD and Range of costs. It is also conceivable that the gap be-

tween results is not huge. For instance, when the range of costs is between

80 and 160 while the limit and population size are set at 100, there are 4

different outcomes whose difference are 29.4 (about 5% difference with the

optimal answer) utmost.

Naturally, the Greedy solution is much faster producing the result, and

it fails most of the time.
5“High Settings” for GA represents a larger number of population size and the round of iteration

(limit)
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Genetic Algorithm Greedy

Limit number 100 500 1000

Population size 100 500 1000 100 500 1000 100 500 1000

Increasing number

of controls

(20 threats

40 gcd with range

of 80 to 400 costs)

20
Execution time (sec) 0.1 0.3s 0.5s 0.2s 1.1s 2s 0.5s 1.8s 3.8s 0.03s

Overall loss 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Success

50
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.3s 0.5s 2.2s 4.2s 0.2s

Overall loss 8/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

100
Execution time (sec) 0.2s 0.7s 1.2s 0.7s 2.4s 4.6s 1.1s 4.5s 9s 1.3s

Overall loss 7/10 7/10 10/10 8/10 10/10 10/10 9/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

Increasing number

of threats

(50 controls 40 GCD

with range of

80 to 400 costs)

20
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.3s 0.5s 2.2s 4.2s 0.2s

Overall loss 8/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

30
Execution time (sec) 0.2s 0.8s 1.4s 0.7s 2.6s 5.4s 1.2s 5.9s 10s 0.31s

Overall loss 5/10 10/10 10/10 8/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

40
Execution time (sec) 0.2s 1.1s 1.8s 0.9s 3.7s 7.2s 1.7s 7.3s 14s 0.38s

Overall loss 2/10 5/10 8/10 3/10 9/10 10/10 8/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

Different GCD

(50 controls and

20 threats with

range of 80 to

400 costs)

40 GCD
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.3s 0.5s 2.2s 4.2s 0.2s

Overall loss 8/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

20 GCD
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.3s 0.9s 3.8s 7.4s 0.2s

Overall loss 5/10 10/10 10/10 7/10 10/10 10/10 9/10 10/10 10/10 Success

10 GCD
Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.1s 0.6s 2.2s 4.1s 0.21s

Overall loss 5/10 9/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

Different range

of cost

(50 controls and

20 threats with

40 GCD)

range of

80 - 400

Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.3s 0.5s 2.2s 4.2s 0.2s

Overall loss 8/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

range of

80 - 240

Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.2s 0.5s 2.2s 4.3s 0.2s

Overall loss 3/10 8/10 8/10 5/10 7/10 8/10 6/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

range of

80 - 160

Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s 1.2s 2.2s 0.5s 2.3s 4.2s 0.2s

Overall loss 3/10 4/10 7/10 5/10 5/10 8/10 8/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

Affected threats

(50 controls and

20 threats with

range of 80 to 400

costs and 40 GCD)

1 threat

only

Execution time (sec) 0.2s 0.8s 1.5s 0.7s 3.1s 6s 1.3s 6.1s 22s 0.03s

Overall loss 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Success

3 threats

affected

Execution time (sec) 0.2s 0.6s 1.3s 0.6s 2.8s 5s 1.1s 5.1s 18s 0.06s

Overall loss 5/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

7 threats

affected

Execution time (sec) 0.1s 0.5s 0.9s 0.5s 1.9s 3.6s 0.9s 3.5s 7s 0.09s

Overall loss 4/10 7/10 10/10 6/10 10/10 10/10 8/10 10/10 10/10 Failure

Table 3.7: Different configurations for GA solution and their comparison with Greedy

3.4.5 Analysis of results with artificial cases

With the consideration of about 10-20 threats and for 50-100 controls

without any complex parameters, DP solution with projection is the most

preferable as it is accurate and does not consume much time, where around

5-10 minutes are acceptable for a strategic decision for a long time (i.e., a

year). Furthermore, the performance will definitely be improved with more

advanced methods (i.e., parallel computations) and running on powerful

machines. It is also faster than GA solution in the case of small inputs.

On the other hand, if one has a list of full sets of controls e.g., NIST [9]

or ISO-27002 [75] to select and more potential threats (e.g., see ISO 27005
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[98], DP-based solutions are not offered over approximate solutions.

Last but not least, not only does the quantity affect the result, but the

quality also has the capability of leading to different results. In this regard,

depending on what situation and tipping-points lying, the solutions can be

selected. It also can be seen that the GA solution with ”high” settings

can be applicable for most of the cases to find the optimal solution in an

applicable time.

3.5 Discussion and Limitations

This section discusses some limitations considered in this chapter, partic-

ularly related to its practical application.

We first underline that the work is based on a competitive insurance

market model, which is considered simple to conceptualise and often used

for theoretical analyses [94, 95]. The incentive of using the model is to

simplify the analyse and focus on the core problem. From a practical

perspective, we acknowledge that such a model requires various supports,

i.e., government regulations, to keep its stability. We often see a dominant

or non-competitive insurance market in real life, where the premium is

computed higher than it is in the competitive insurance market model due

to the additional loading factors [25]. Moreover, since our analysis further

involving the multi-threats scenario, we first aim for a convincing result so

that we will be able to move into future investigations. We believe that

even in the competitive insurance market, our contribution will be a crucial

step to encourage further analysis.

The cost of security controls is considered independently from the ef-

ficacy of them. Some may claim that some security controls require the

presence of another control (e.g., security audit may require the presence

of monitoring and logging mechanisms) or even conflict with each other
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(e.g., cryptography may reduce the effectiveness of security audit). We

considerably agree on the aspect and already started working on further

resolutions. Some issues can be resolved by adjusting the input data (e.g.,

grouping some controls) and others can be caught by extending our core

algorithms.

We admit that our proposed approach surely depends on knowing the

probability of survival (security control ability) and expected losses trig-

gered by threats. These values are difficult to find or compute due to

the lack of statistical data we rely on or we can obtain [108]. From the

empirical data point of view, we believe that cyber insurers are becom-

ing more capable of finding these values since they collect more data from

the customers as this market becomes mature. One of the alternatives for

acquiring the value of threat survival is that we integrated the time-to-

compromise metric with our model (see Chapter 5.1). Even though the

idea is not still completely proven, we believe that similar ways of look-

ing at the problem could be applied. Also, some researchers conducted

Capture The Flag (CTF) experiments to measure the efficacy of security

controls as well as the attacker’s level of skills. In terms of estimated losses,

we see some positive results from IBM Security and Ponemon institute as

they report statistics [7] of cyber-related losses depending on the security

controls installed.

3.6 Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, we theoretically analysed the security expenditure distribu-

tion problem for a risk-averse organisation which expects multiple-threats

in a certain period and has a cyber insurance option as a backup risk

treatment alternative. We have conceptually modelled the competitive in-

surance market and found out that even in the presence of several threats,
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the market leads to full insurance coverage as an optimal solution.

The proposed approach further helps the organisation to make a cost-

efficient decision on selecting the best security controls, which eventu-

ally leads to optimal investments for the self-protection and cyber insur-

ance premium. Our solution provides the opposite insight from the tradi-

tional methods (i.e., selecting the controls in a defined budget) and can be

adapted depending on the organisation’s goal.

Based on our theoretical analysis, we have provided algorithmic ap-

proaches to find both exact and nearest-optimal answers to the problem.

Our exact algorithms (Dynamic programming and Projection idea) are

suitable for a small and medium number of controls and threats. On the

other hand, the approximate algorithms are preferable for a large num-

ber of inputs since they are comparably faster than the exact algorithms.

In particular, the Genetic Algorithm outperforms the greedy approach in

both qualities of finding the optimal answer and even speed in some cases.
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Chapter 4

Risk assessment tool based

validation

As we proposed our security expenditure distribution solution for risk treat-

ment options in the previous chapter (in Chapter 3), we further integrated

the solution with a practical case where we have developed a risk assess-

ment (hereinafter RA) tool to obtain the input information for our pro-

posed solution. The whole process is to assess the risk and define both

installed and available security controls to implement so that we will be

able to find the best set of security controls with the optimal investments

and offer the minimal premium.

To integrate our proposed solution with the RA tool, we need the fol-

lowing information as an input for the optimisation solution.

� Number of available security controls,

� Number of potential threats,

� Cost and efficacy of each control,

� Single Loss expectancy depending on each threat.

This information can be fully acquired based on the RA tool except for

the cost of controls, which requires more practical and plausible reasons to
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define. For the validation purpose, we have defined the costs considering

some public scenarios, i.e., the implementation cost of security controls.

Also, our developed RA tool has the option that each user/organisation

can provide their own expected cost for implementing each security control.

By applying the latter notion, we give the organisation chance to control

the costs of security controls, and only then, our solution for risk treatment

options will be applied.

Before we start introducing our integration procedure and result, we

explicitly deliver the background notion of our RA tool. We have not

addressed any innovative approach for the tool since the RA part was not

our main goal in this thesis. However, the main goal is to obtain complete

information on an organisation’s security posture and provide experts with

the full information to make a rational decision on efficiently distributing

the security expenditure on risk treatment options. Furthermore, it is

worth noting that it could be any risk assessment method to be integrated

with our treatment solution on the condition that it provides all necessary

inputs to our tool.

In most literature and guidelines, i.e. [111, 8, 12], the risk assessment

process has been done by considering the following main procedures; iden-

tifying assets, vulnerabilities and potential threats, as well as estimating

the likelihood of attacks and impact of incidents. Some researchers, i.e.,

[12, 8, 13], introduced a method for identifying and assessing the risk

based on several meetings, workshops, and interviews with stakeholders.

Also, the questionnaire method was introduced as an alternative method

of collecting information and knowing the current state of the organisation

[14, 15]. The latter approach is often considered, especially, in the cyber

insurance case, insurers mostly come with a set of questions to calculate the

premium. We derive the idea of the questionnaire approach in this work to

collect the information to assess the organisation’s risk. The set of ques-
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tions is created by using ISO/IEC 27001 standard and its security controls

to have the complete questionnaire for checking whether an organisation

meets the baseline security requirements.

4.1 RA tool

To give the main idea of the RA tool, let’s start with the methodology

we adopted for computing the probability of attack. Every question (Ex-

ample is in Figure 4.1) is comprised of a certain category depending on

its goal. Moreover, each question has its answers, either those are binary

or multi-selection ones. The main method to compute the probability of

an attack is the adoption of a weighted approach, where each answer rep-

resents the value which can be seen as the effectiveness of corresponding

controls to block specified threats or close the vulnerabilities. Definitely,

defining and linking the values to those answers require sophisticated meth-

ods or well-managed empirical data. To beat the odds, we have used the

mining method for public reports and databases to obtain the values we

needed for the initial start. The values will be more accurate with the

availability of empirical data in future as we already acquired the statis-

tical data from ADVISEN database [90]. So the probability of an attack

is the inverse of security control’s ability to block the threats, which can

be called survival probability in this whole work. For the loss estimation,

specific questions and category are dedicated to defining all assets of an

organisation and the impact of those defined assets (in Figure 4.2) being

compromised. We compute the loss of each assets depending on its damage

to the CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) and a number of assets.

Thus, the computed costs of assets combined with the threat frequency will

estimate the overall single loss expectancy an organisation may face dur-

ing a certain period. Using the conceptual way of computing the risk, an
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Figure 4.1: Example question of RA tool

Figure 4.2: Example on asset identification of RA tool

organisation obtains the overall risk after completing the set of questions

as is shown in Figure 4.3.

Basically, we obtain the overall risks of an organisation with a thorough

detail of each threat’s damage. Also, we acquire the information on what

security controls are installed (in our case, questions that are answered

”Yes”) and available security controls that can be considered for further

improvements. Moreover, the result can provide more details on the impact

and likelihood of each control and categories to make further decisions

either to reduce or accept them.
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Figure 4.3: Computed risks per threats and overall risks

4.2 Integration

In this section, we integrate our proposed solution with complete the risk

assessment process. Once we assess the current risk, only then can we

deal with the risks by conducting the most effective treatment approaches.

What we need in our risk treatment solution (as we proposed in the pre-

vious chapter (Chapter 3)) is the required inputs. The only thing did we

miss is the cost of each security controls which we found hard to convince

the organisation to use our proposed costs for the controls. In this regard,

we develop another additional step after the risk assessment process in

which, only if want, an organisation fills the fields of expected costs for

each available security controls (see Figure 4.4). The overall cost could

consist of two main parts, implementation cost (working hour payment)
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Figure 4.4: Expected cost for available security controls

and physical cost to buy the security control (i.e., firewall). Once they fill

these costs and provide us with an expected security investment the organ-

isation would like to spend (optional), then our proposed solution shows

the best security controls within the investment value they put. The ex-

ample is shown in the following (Figure 4.5). In this example, we see the

reduced risk after selecting the best security controls using our algorithmic

solution we proposed within 1000$. The initial risk is reduced almost 60%

after certain investments. As our proposed solution offers, the organisa-

tion can have no limit for the security expenditure and simply selects all

efficient controls to install. In this regard, our solution reduced the risk by

almost 95% from the initially estimated risks and spend 11600$ (See the

Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.5: Reduced risk by implementing these controls within 1000$

Figure 4.6: Reduced risk by selecting the best controls with 11600$

4.3 Discussion

First, the probability of attack computation based on public data and

reports. Then we have used a weighted approach to link the probability

to a corresponding vulnerability and control. For future improvements, we

would like to validate the values based on statistic data we have recently

acquired from the ADVISEN database and information that organisations

provide using our online tool.

We admit the costs of controls we initially set seem to be invalid and
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not practical. We, therefore, show this version as a test and the costs can

be changed either by us or the users. In this example, we would like to

show how it works and the interoperability of developed tools.

Last but not least, the integrated tool does not distinguish the admin-

istrative, physical and logical controls but it has the capability to separate

and propose the desired security controls. To that end, we only modify

and extend the core algorithm.

4.4 Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, we have evaluated the potentiality of our risk treatment

approach to be adapted in a practical case. To validate, we have devel-

oped the questionnaire-based risk assessment tool which uses the weighted

approach to compute the risks after knowing the security level of an or-

ganisation. The main purpose is to integrate our risk assessment tool and

treatment approach as a whole process.

For the integration, we additionally added a section that takes costs for

each available security controls from a user. Thus, the treatment approach

will be able to find the best security controls within the pre-specified budget

or optimal security investments. As a result, we showed that our security

expenditure distribution approach is capable of yielding promising result

even in real-world cases.

We admit that the integration is at its initial phase and has plenty of

room to improve in our further works.
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Chapter 5

Advanced Properties

This chapter discusses two pertaining approaches under competitive in-

surance market analysis. We first introduce Time-to-Compromise metric

as a supplementary method for computing the probability of attack and

integrated it into our proposed solution. For the second properties, we

investigated how security interdependence affects the security investments.

5.1 Time-to-Compromise metric

We would like to embed the time-to-compromise (TTC) metric into our

security expenditure distribution solution for the following purpose:

� As an alternative and supportive method to find the efficacy of security

controls, eventually the probability of attack.

� Propose a future direction for altering the usual period (one year) of

the cyber insurance contract.

Elevating the security level is impossible unless we know the current level

of security. Several researchers studied measuring the security level of

organisations and they [17, 77, 19] proposed a solution based on the time-

to-compromise metric to compute the probability of a successful attack.

Let us denote V as the number of vulnerabilities that lie in the organisation
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and t is the expected time to be compromised. Considering this information

and current works [17, 77, 19], we would like to find the probability of attack

p(x).

So far, in our proposed solution, we assumed that the efficiency of secu-

rity controls (probability of survival) can be found by mining the reports

and public datasets. However, there is an applicable interconnectedness be-

tween our proposed solution and the time-to-compromise metric approach.

Thus the value of security controls is the capability of closing the vulner-

abilities in the system. Based on this capability, we would like to find the

expected time to compromise the system which leads to the computation of

the probability of a successful attack.

5.1.1 Formal Analysis

To conduct the analysis, let us start introducing the TTC approach which

is based on the model of Mcqueen et al., [17] and mixed with the ideas of

William et al., [19] to improve its applicability. To successfully compromise

a system, there are 3 different phases to take place according to the authors:

1. Phase 1 - a system has at least one known vulnerability as well as

an exploit is available for that, and the probability of an attacker

compromises a system is denoted as pv,exp.

2. Phase 2 - a system has at least one identified vulnerability to exploit

but no known exploit is available, and the probability for this phase

is pv,noexp.

3. Phase 3 - is the identification of both unknown vulnerability and ex-

ploit, pnov,noexp.
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We use M as the number of known exploits and NVD is denoted as a non-

duplicate set of vulnerabilities in the National Vulnerability Database.

t = τ1 · pv,exp + (1− pv,exp)(τ2pv,noexp+

+ τ3 · (1− pv,noexp)pnov,noexp) where

pv,exp = Pr [∃known(v) ∧ has(i, v) ∧ exploit(v)] =

= 1− e−|V ||M |/|NVD|,

pv,noexp = Pr [∃known(v) ∧ has(i, v) ∧ ¬exploit(v)] =

= 1− e−|V |/|NVD|,

pv,noexp = Pr [∀known(v)¬has(i, v) ∧ ¬exploit(v)] =

= (1− s)|V | · e−|V ||M |/|NVD|, (5.1)

where τ1, τ2, τ3 represent the time required for each phases while s ∈ [0, 1]

indicates attacker’s skill level depending on either novice, beginner, inter-

mediate or expert. Also, the probability of finding the zero-day vulnerabil-

ity is completely linked with the attacker’s skill where the novice one takes

the longest time than others. We also use Pr [∃known(v) ∧ has(i, v) ∧ exploit(v)]

for the probability if there is a known vulnerability v ∈ V in the organisa-

tion and there is an available exploit for this vulnerability and the attacker

has it. Now, finding these 3 times (τ1, τ2, τ3) is the pivotal step to compute

the overall time-to-compromise t and the probability of successful attack

p(x)(t) (in our main solution it is a vector ~p(x)(t)).

time 1 To find the required time, we have taken into account an experi-

mental work conducted by Jonsson et al. [79] and the work of [19]. If there

is a given vulnerability, it only takes 4 hours for 2 novice attackers to take

down the system, which is 8 hours for one attacker. However, the success

of compromising the system depends on the severity of the vulnerability
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score which was proposed in [19]. So, the τ1 is given:

τ1 = 1 day · 10

cvss(e)
(5.2)

, where cvss(e) represents the mean CVSS score of the vulnerabilities V

being exploited. It may lead us to a range from 1 day to about 6 days due

to the current smallest CVSS score around 1.7 [18]. Yet, it becomes more

accurate based on specific applications’ needs.

time 2 The mean time τ2 for phase two depends on the known vulnerabil-

ity and the overall vulnerabilities in NVD. This scenario, without known

exploits, excludes the novice and beginner attackers since this process takes

higher skill sets. For those who are capable of creating an exploit, the

chance of successfully attacking the system depends on the mean CVSS

score. To know the average time, researchers take the mean time of an-

nouncing the new exploit for the vulnerabilities, which is around 5.8 days

on average. Considering this time as a baseline, the time for phase 2 is

given:

τ2 = 5.8 days · 10

cvss(e)
(5.3)

time 3 If there is neither vulnerability nor exploit available, finding the

time for phase 3 is a challenging task. In the formula proposed by Rescorla

[78], taking the mean time for the next vulnerability announcement into

consideration can be the solution for this phase. The authors empirically

estimate the basic time as 30.42 days, for the time between new vulner-

abilities. Also, the attacker’s skill s is the crucial factor in this phase.

N.Paulauskas et al. [77] proposed that beginner skill level s interval is to

be between 0.1 to 0.6, intermediate between 0.6 to 0.8, and expert 0.8 to
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1.

τ3 = ((1/s− 0.5) · 30.42 + 5.8days) · 10

cvss(e)
days (5.4)

Finally, overall time-to-compromise t can be computed as the following

way:

t = τ1(1− e−|Vi||Mi|/|NVD|) + τ2e
−|Vi||Mi|/|NVD|(1−

− e−|Vi|/|NVD|) + τ3(1− s)|Vi|e−|Vi|(2|Mi|+1)/|NVD|, (5.5)

where τ1, τ2, τ3 will be replaced as we computed using CVSS scores and

mean times. Now the solution depends on the number of vulnerabilities

in a system that can be decreased by efficient selection of countermeasures

Ki.

5.1.2 Summary of the section

In Chapter 3, the probability of attack ~p(Ks|x) is computed based on the

probability of a threat survival π. This work assumes that the values of

threat survival probabilities are given. Without statistic data, finding these

probabilities is not trivial. From the other perspective, we may find the

value based on available information of the organisation. We simply deal

with the vulnerabilities in our system and see the problem from a different

point of view. Without an available vulnerability, a threat cannot survive

through the installed controls. We, therefore, install the best security

controls that can remove the vulnerabilities which cause the loss. Basically,

if πk = 0.3, the countermeasure removes 70% of all vulnerabilities ~V . In

this regard, we do not need to entirely modify our algorithms but play with

some values and way of looking at the problem. Also, we could extend our

work integrating with other’s experimental works regarding the security

controls’ measurement based on CTF competitions.
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Furthermore, we are interested in changing the contract period of cyber

insurance in our future work. Some organisations claim that the premium

is too expensive to have a cyber insurance option or they want flexible

contracts in terms of timing. Also, one year can be a long period for some

organisations to be attacked or it can be a short time for some in cyber

security landscapes. Likewise other insurance areas, i.e., travel insurance,

we would like to investigate if cyber insurance can derive the idea to provide

different contracts. In this regard, the time-to-compromise metric can be

a pivotal piece for such an analysis.

5.2 Effect of Security Interdependence in Competi-

tive Insurance Market

Security interdependence is a vital external factor in the cyber landscape

and it is rapidly increasing these days due to the interconnectedness of

more devices, such as IoT and Cloud services [2, 3]. One’s system can

be attacked or data is breached through its partner whose security is not

enough and contagious to others [25]. In cyber insurance, a degree of secu-

rity interdependence is one of the unique peculiarities [25]. Its impact may

vary depending on various factors. Also, its result of a theoretical analysis

depends on a chosen security investment model, which is either continuous

or discrete. Several researchers [35, 34, 38, 27] come to a similar conclusion

that cyber insurance cannot be an incentive to invest in self-protection if

discrete investment model is considered. For continuous model, some stud-

ies, i.e., H.Ogut et al., and others [35, 50] have shown that the degree of

security interdependence has a positive impact on cyber insurers since it

discourages an insured to invest in its self-protection but prefer to have an

insurance option.

Pal et al., [113] analysed the impact of security interdependence in
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both competitive and non-competitive insurance markets with a presence

of discrete investment model. The additional instrument was the ”fine

and rebate” mechanism in their work. The authors highlighted that, with

discrimination of contracts, cyber insurance could be an incentive in self-

protection. However, to satisfy the result, an insurer should be able to

have full knowledge of insureds’ security level. Also, Marc Lelarge and

Jean Bolot [49] found that the degree of security interdependency has also

a positive impact on the incentive of the insured’s to invest in its self-

protection. It is worth noting that the authors considered an oversimplified

discrete security investment model; either to be high or low, in contrast to

other literature that assumed continues model, i.e., H.Ogut et al., [35] and

G.A.Schwartz et al., [30]. Thus, the question is ”what if security interde-

pendence falls between high and low levels?”.

In this chapter, we theoretically show how the degree of security inter-

dependence affects the incentive of the insured to invest in self-protection

by modelling the competitive insurance market.

5.2.1 Formal Analysis

Table 5.1 defines how the security investment x varies in 4 different cases

– when cyber insurance is available and not an option, as well as whether

security interdependency is considered. So far, Ehrlich et al., [41] showed

Insurance No-Insurance

available (IA) available (NA)

No (low) interdependence (LI) xIALI xNALI
High interdependence (HI) xIAHI xNAHI

Table 5.1: Problem statement description

that cyber insurance might be an incentive to invest for self-protection
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if there is no/low-security interdependency in place (yet, this completely

depends on the initial conditions, i.e., the probability and utility functions

applied for modelling): xIALI cond x
NA
LI . Also, according to the study of Ogut

et al., [35], the investments with insurance for independent cases are higher

than for cases with a higher degree of interdependence: xIALI ≥ xIAHI ; and

without the insurance case, the following condition holds (xNALI ≥ xNAHI ).

What we are interested in is to find the security investments level for cases

of with and without cyber insurance option when there is a higher degree of

security interdependency in place xNAHI ? xIAHI. More specifically, we analyse

how security interdependence plays for the relation of security investment

and cyber insurance.

Security Interdependence

For the analysis, we use a similar formalisation to the one used by H.Ogut

et al., [35], I.Ehlrich and G.S.Becker [41], W.Shim [116], where we use the

single threat scenario instead of multiple-threats that we have considered

so far.

We assume the probability of attack can be illustrated as p(x,Π) simply

taking both security investment x and the degree of interdependency Π ∈
[0, 1]. It also depends on both direct γ(x) and indirect (know as aggregated

probability of contagion (1− Π)) probability of attack:

p(x,Π) = 1− (1− γ(x))Π, (5.6)

where a direct likelihood solely depends on organisation’s security invest-

ments while indirect is caused by its partners. Naturally, the direct proba-

bility of attack decreases with every increase of security investments (γ′ <

0) and the efficiency of investments decreases (γ′′ > 0). On the other

hand, the aggregated probability of contagion (1 − Πi) per organisation i

can be computed as it has been mentioned in several works, i.e., [25, 35],
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under the condition that the bilateral probabilities of contagion µi,j and

the investments of other organisations X−i are known:

1− Πi = 1−
∏
∀j 6=i

(1− µi,j ∗ γ(xj)) (5.7)

To make the investigation conceptually simpler, we use only Π for the

further analyses and it can be ranged between [0,1], where it is obviously

independent if Π = 1.

Now, let us re-write the expected utility of the organisation i without a

cyber insurance option as follows:

E[U(W )] = UNN ∗ (1− p(x,Π)) + UNL ∗ p(x,Π), where (5.8)

UNN = U(W 0 − x) is the utility if no incident occurs; (5.9)

UNL = U(W 0 − L− x) is the utility if an incident occurs. (5.10)

To find the optimal investment for organisation i, let’s take the First Order

Condition (FOC) as the following equation:

γ′(xN)Π =
(1− (1− γ(xN))Π)U ′NL + (1− γ(xN))Π ∗ U ′NN

(UNL − UNN).
. (5.11)

However, our goal is to investigate the scenario where cyber insurance

option is available. So the expected utility is:

E[U(W )] = UIN ∗ (1− p(x,Π)) + UIL ∗ p(x,Π); where (5.12)

UIN = U(W 0 − p(x,Π) ∗ I − x) no incident occurs; (5.13)

UIL = U(W 0 − L− p(x,Π) ∗ I + I − x) incident occurs. (5.14)

We again take FOC for I as well as for x, following H.Ogut et al., [35] and

I.Ehlrich and G.S.Becker [41]. The optimal indemnity I∗ is equal to loss L

as it is investigated as the following proof:

∂E[U(W )]

∂I
=
∂((p(x,Π) ∗ UIL) + UIN(1− p(x,Π)))

∂I
= 0 (5.15)

(1− p(x,Π)) ∗ p(x,Π) ∗ (U ′IL − U ′IN) = 0. (5.16)
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In reality, we cannot consider the probability of attack as p(x) = 1 or

p(x) = 0 since such situations do not need to have a cyber insurance

option. We, therefore, ignore these situations so that we obtain U ′IL = U ′IN
which leads to the following solution for optimal investments:

γ′(xI)Π = − 1

L
. (5.17)

If we see Equations 5.11 and 5.17, we can observe some interesting

points on xI and xN values. For instance, security investments in case

of insurance is higher than no insurance available case, γ′(xI) > γ′(xN).

Also, in Equations 5.11 and 5.17, it is easy to see that the interdependency

Π makes an impact on optimal investments. We, therefore, would like to

know if there is such a Π, which makes γ′(xI) = γ′(xN). In other words,

we would like to know if the following equation holds:

(1− (1− γ(xN))Π)U ′NL + (1− γ(xN))Π ∗ U ′NN
(UNL − UNN)

= − 1

L
. (5.18)

Let us re-write the security interdependency in a simpler way based on

Equation 5.11 as following:

γ′(xN)(UNL − UNN)Π =

= U ′NL − (1− γ(xN))Π ∗ U ′NL + (1− γ(xN))Π ∗ U ′NN
(5.19)

Above-mentioned transformation leads us to the following result:

Π(π′(xN)(UNL − UNN) + (1− π(xN))(U ′NL − U ′NN)) = U ′NL (5.20)

After the transformation for defining Π, it becomes easy to investigate a

function fn which is defined by the following system1:{
Π =

U ′NL
γ′(x)(UNL−UNN )+(1−γ(x))(U ′NL−U ′NN ) ;

f =
(1−(1−γ(x))Π)U ′NL+(1−γ(x))Π∗U ′NN

UNL−UNN .
(5.21)

1Unfortunatelly, it is impossible to write just one equation as f(Π), since the first equation in the

system cannot be shown in an explicit form x(Π).
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Now, let’s consider binary cases: Π = 1 and Π = 0, start with the former

case. What is interesting is that security investment in case of insurance

is lower than in case of no-insurance available. (xIALI = xI1 < xN1 = xNALI ):

γ(xN1)U ′NL(xN1) + (1− γ(xN1))U ′NN(xN1)

(UNL(xN1)− UNN(xN1))
> − 1

L
. (5.22)

Here, we simply refer xI1 or xN1 as investments with or without insurance,

respectively when security interdependence degree is equal to 1 (or first

case). Then, considering Π = 0 or the second case (xN2), we see, that:

U ′NL(xN2)

(UNL(xN2)− UNN(xN2))
< − 1

L
, (5.23)

since for a concave function U ′NL ∗ L > UNN − UNL. Since function f(Π)

is continuous, then according to the Intermediate Value Theorem, there is

such 1 > Π̄ > 0 which makes f(Π̄) = − 1
L and Equation 5.18 holds for this

Π̄ (xNAHI = xIAHI).

It is worth mentioning that very low values of security interdependency

may require negative investments which are not possible. Thus, it is more

meaningful to assume the minimal reasonable value of security investments,

the minimal value of γ′(xN = 0) and xN = 0 instead of the case with

Π = 0. If γ′(xN = 0) < −1/L condition holds, it can be concluded that

the required value Π̄ is between 1 and the Π̄ value found from the first

equation of (Equation System 5.21) for xN = 0.

5.2.2 Summary of the section

In this section, we have theoretically investigated the effect of security inter-

dependence on security investments by considering both with and without

having a cyber insurance option. As a result, we found that, with a certain

degree of security interdependence, cyber insurance encourages the organi-

sations to invest for self-protection equally to (and even more in comparison
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with) the scenario of no insurance option is available. The aforementioned

conclusion is true if we consider that security investments are higher in case

of no insurance option available without the degree of security interdepen-

dence. In other words, we may conclude that the security interdependence

could be a positive factor that not only affected cyber insurance but also

could elevate the security investments. It is worth highlighting that the

analysis we have provided is just at the initial phase and more investiga-

tions should be done in future. For instance, we have not shown how much

security investments increase or drop and did not compare the situation

with an independent cyber insurance case. Also, the information asymme-

try problem has not been considered. Having an information asymmetry

problem in the model considerably changes the security investments of an

insured as well as other’s incentive to invest. Even though having some

assumptions, we believe that the initial result already leads us to further

directions.
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Chapter 6

Prevention of security investment

drop in Non-Competitive Insurance

Market

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we analyse the relationship between cyber insurance and

security investments in a non-competitive insurance market model. As we

introduced in Chapter 3, a competitive insurance market is considered as

a generic model and widely used in theoretical investigations because of its

simplicity [25, 94, 95]. On the other hand, the non-competitive insurance

market makes the analysis more difficult and theoretically complex to solve.

The reason is that the premium in this market is computed in a different

way than it is in the competitive insurance market. Usually, it adds an

additional loading factor (i.e., administrative cost) for the premium. In

particular, it makes the optimisation of security investments complex and

affects the behaviour of insureds to decide on their security investments.

Some researchers [35, 38, 34] underline that the incentive of investing

for self-protection decreases when an insured has a cyber insurance op-

tion. Similar to the one of Ogut et al., [35] works, we conduct the analyse
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considering continues security investment model and use a generic class of

utility functions for modelling insureds’ satisfaction. We further conceptu-

ally model a single-threat case and leave the multi-threats case for future

analysis if the result is satisfying in this investigation.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 underlines the

problem to solve in two cases: with cyber insurance available and with-

out it. The following, Section 6.3, introduces the proposed solution and

describes how security investments can be raised with a raise of premium.

Also, we have to investigate the effect of security interdependence in Section

6.4. Then, Section 6.5 validates the theoretical contribution considering

two specific examples. Section 6.6 summarises the chapter and achieve-

ments.

6.2 Basic Formalization

In previous chapters, we have only considered a competitive insurance mar-

ket without a loading factor for premium estimation. In a non-competitive

insurance market, the premium is computed:

P = (1 + λ)×Risk = (1 + λ) ∗ p ∗ (x)I (6.1)

where, the λ is a loading factor. If λ = 0, one can say that the market

is competitive, otherwise it is a non-competitive market model. Thus our

expected utility will be:

E[U(W )] = UIN ∗ (1− p(x)) + UIL ∗ p(x); where (6.2)

UIN = U(W 0 − (1 + λ) ∗ p(x)I − x) no incident occurs; (6.3)

UIL = U(W 0 − L− (1 + λ) ∗ p(x)I + I − x) incident occurs. (6.4)
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In the case of the competitive insurance market where λ = 0, it is possible

to find the optimal investment, which is equal to1:

xI = − 1

L
. (6.5)

According to some researchers, security investments with cyber insurance

option is higher or at least equal to security investments without cyber

insurance case, formally:

p′(xN) ≤ p′(xI) or p′(xN) ≤ − 1

L
. (6.6)

However, some [35, 38, 34] claim that cyber insurance discourages investing

for the self-protection:

p′(xN) ≥ − 1

L
. (6.7)

Now, the interesting question is that, ”Is it possible to raise the secu-

rity investments to the level of no insurance case by optimising the loading

factor?”. Moreover, we would like to investigate the incentive of an organ-

isation buying cyber insurance regardless of the increased price.

6.3 Raising Security Investment Level

We first consider the situation where we have only security investments

option without a cyber insurance alternative. Let’s define the utilities as

follows:

UNN = U(W 0 − x) if no incident occurs; (6.8)

UNL = U(W 0 − L− x) if an incident occurs. (6.9)

Thus, the expected utility in this case is:

E[U(W )] = p(xN)UNL + (1− p(xN))UNN . (6.10)

1See the proof in [35] or [41] for a single threat scenario, and also our proposed solution in the previous

chapter considering multiple-threats.
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To find the optimal security investment, we take the First Oder Condition

(FOC) for xN

∂E[U(W )]

∂x
=

p′(xN)UNL − p(xN)U ′NL − (1− p(xN))U ′NN − p′(xN)UNN = 0; (6.11)

p′(xN)(UNL − UNN) = p(xN) ∗ U ′NL + (1− pxN)U ′NN ; (6.12)

p′(xN) =
p(xN) ∗ U ′NL + (1− p(xN))U ′NN

(UNL − UNN)
. (6.13)

The solution to Equation 6.13 will provide us with the optimal security

investments an insured should invest in case of no cyber insurance case.

Let us conduct the same investigation that we have done for competitive

insurance market analysis. In order to find the optimal investments x∗ and

indemnity I∗, we take FOC for Equation 6.4.

∂E[U(W )]

∂I
=

p(x) ∗ U ′IL(1− p(x)(1 + λ))− (1− p(x))(1 + λ)p(x)U ′IN = 0. (6.14)

From Equation 6.14, it is transformed into:

U ′IL
U ′IN

=
(1− p(x))(1 + λ)

1− p(x)(1 + λ)
or (6.15)

1 + λ =
U ′IL

U ′IN(1− p(x)) + p(x)U ′IL
. (6.16)

Also, for the security investment, we do the same analysis:

∂E[U(W )]

∂x
=p′(x∗) ∗ UIL − p(x∗) ∗ U ′IL(p′ ∗ (x∗)(1 + λ)I + 1)−

(1− p(x∗))U ′IN(p′(x∗)(1 + λ)I + 1)− p′(x∗)UIN = 0 (6.17)

After some simple transformations, the above-mentioned equation forms:

UIL − UIN
(p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)

− 1

p′(x∗)
= (1 + λ)I (6.18)
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As we described before, the goal is to ensure that the security investments

when cyber insurance is available reach the level of investments without the

insurance case, i.e., x∗ = xN . At the same time, the amount of indemnity

should be optimal I = I∗. To solve the problem (λ, I∗), the following

system of equations should be solved:{
1 + λ =

U ′IL
U ′IN (1−p(x∗))+p(x∗)U ′IL

;
(UIL−UIN )

(p(x∗)U ′IL+(1−p(x∗))U ′IN ) −
1

p′(x∗) = (1 + λ)I∗.
(6.19)

Even though the system is hard to solve, the answer can be found (see Sec-

tion 6.5) when all functions and variables are precisely defined. The main

question is to find whether the system has a solution for indemnity which

is greater than 0, i.e., I∗ > 0 if (λ, I∗) is the solution for Equation 6.19.

Theorem 1 When the utility function is a decreasing absolute risk aver-

sion (DARA) type and the security investments for the competitive insur-

ance market model is lower than in case of no insurance scenario, it is

possible to find such a setting of λ for the non-competitive cyber insurance

market model which ensures that:

1. the security investments level can reach the level of investments with-

out cyber insurance case (x∗ = xN).

2. Indemnity is a non-zero value (I∗ > 0)

Proof First, let’s put Equation 6.16 to Equation 6.18:

(UIL − UIN)

(p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)
− 1

p′(x∗)
=

U ′IL
U ′IN(1− p(x)) + p(x)

I; (6.20)

− 1

p′(x∗)
+

(UIL − UIN − I ∗ U ′IL)

(p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)
= f(I∗) = 0. (6.21)

It is easy to observe that if an organisation does not have an insurance

option (I∗ = 0), the optimal investment is equal to the level when there is
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no cyber insurance available. In this regard, we would like to investigate

f(I∗) considering whether there is another solution for Equation 6.21 on

the interval I∗ ∈ [0, L]

Moreover, when the indemnity is equal to the loss (i.e., full insurance

case I∗ = L), it can be seen that, from Equations 6.4, UIL = UIN and

the right summand of f(I∗) is equal to −L. If we take into account the

assumption from Equation 6.7, we see that:

1

p′(x∗)
=

1

p′(xN)
< −L. (6.22)

Basically, from Equation 6.22, it can be concluded that f(I∗)|I∗=L > 0.

However, this solution, I = L, is not the absolute solution which can

describe the behaviour of f(I∗) function.

We have found that f ′(I∗)|I∗=0 < 0 (see the proof in below):

Proof: We first take the derivative by indemnity I as follows:

df

dI∗
=[

(1− (1 + λ)p(x∗)− p(x∗)I dλ
dI∗ )U

′
IL − U ′IL

]
[p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN ]

(p(x∗))U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)2
+[

(1 + λ)p(x∗) + p(x∗)I dλ
dI∗ )
]
U ′IN [p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN ]

((p(x∗))U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)2
−

I∗
[
1− (1 + λ)p(x∗)− p(x∗)I dλ

dI∗

]
U
′′

IL [p(x∗)U ′IL + (1− p(x∗)U ′IN ]

((p(x∗))U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)2
−

[UIL − UIN − I∗U ′IL] p(x∗)
[
1− (1 + λ)p(x∗)− p(x∗)I dλ

dI∗

]
U
′′

IL

(p(x∗))U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)2
−

[UIL − UIN − I∗U ′IL] p(x∗)(1− p(x∗))
[
−(1 + λ)p(x∗)− p(x∗)I dλ

dI∗

]
U
′′

IN

((p(x∗))U ′IL + (1− p(x∗))U ′IN)2
.

(6.23)

From the first derivative, we would like to know its sign when I∗ = 0. It is

evident that we should only focus on dividend since the divisor is positive
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because of the square operation. Then, U ′IL|I∗=0 = U ′NL and U ′NN |I∗=0 =

U ′NN because if there is no indemnity it can be considered as a case without

insurance. We are able to reduce the first part of Equation 6.23 by U ′IL
inside the first brackets. Also, the third part is equal to 0 as well as all

sub-parts with dλ
dI∗ . If we move out p(x∗)(1−(1+λ)p(x∗)) in the third part,

we get:

(1 + λ)p(x∗)(−U ′NL + U ′NN)(p(x∗)U ′NL + (1− p(x∗))U ′NN)+

(UNN − UNL)p(x∗)(1− (1 + λ)p(x∗))[(U
′′

NL −
(1− p(x∗))(1 + λ)

(1− (1 + λ)p(x∗))
U
′′

NN)] =

(1 + λ)p(x∗)(−U ′NL + U ′NN)(p(x∗)U ′NL + (1− p(x∗))U ′NN)+

(UNN − UNL)p(x∗)(1− (1 + λ)p(x∗))[(U
′′

NLU
′
NN − U

′′

NNU
′
NL)]

1

U ′NN
.

(6.24)

Since we know that U ′NL > U ′NN and the first derivative is greater than

0, the first summand is negative as well as UNN > UNL where the utility

function is always positive. Moreover, 1 > (1 + λ)p(x∗), otherwise an

insured should pay more than it recovers from the loss. Now, the only part

we should consider is (U
′′

NLU
′
NN − U

′′

NNU
′
NL).

We recall the definition of coefficient of absolute risk aversion for the

utility functions as:

A(W ) = −U
′′
(W)

U ′(W)
. (6.25)

Taking into consideration of practical examples of decreasing absolute

risk aversion (DARA) functions, to avoid complexities, we assume non-

increasing risk aversion (CARA and DARA):

∂A(W)

∂W
≤ 0. (6.26)

In other words A(WNL) ≥ A(WNN), where WNL is the final wealth when
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there is an incident, while WNN is the financial position of an insured

without any incidents.

Thus, (U
′′

NLUNN − U
′′

NNU
′
NL) = U

′′

NNU
′
NL[A(WNN) − A(WNL)] ≤ 0 and

the second summand in the overall formula is negative or zero.

End of Proof

�

Since the function is continuous (on the interval I∗ ∈ [0;L]2) and

f(I∗)|I∗=L > 0, there must be at least one point, according to the Interme-

diate Value Theorem, with I∗ > 0 which is the solution to Equation 6.21

(the point, where function f(I∗) = 0 for I∗ ∈ (0;L)).

Insureds prefer to buy insurance. For solving the problem, we have two

different solutions to use as is shown above: I∗ = 0 and I∗ > 0.

From the perspective of an insured, it is clear that the insured selects the

best solution which maximises its expected utility E[U(W )] and has always

the option ”not having cyber insurance”. On the other hand, insurers

would like to set the optimal λ to ensure that the insured wants to have

the insurance option. To find whether having an insurance case can be

better-off, we compare the cases:

E[U(W )]|I∗ 6=0 − E[U(W )]|I∗=0 =

p(xN)UIL + (1− p(xN))UIN − p(xN)UNL − (1− p(xN))UNN =

p(xN)(UIL − UNL) + (1− p(xN))(UNN − UIN). (6.27)

Now, let’s recall that UIL ≥ UNL and UNN ≥ UIN , while the utility function

is convex, i.e., UIL − UNL < U ′IL(I∗(1− p(xN)(1 + λ))) and UNN − UIN >

U ′IN(I ∗ p(xN)(1 +λ)). Finally, using Equation 6.15, it is possible find that

2f ′(I∗) is continuous on the interval I∗ ∈ [0;L] since neither p′(x∗) = 0 nor p(x∗)U ′IL + (1 −
p(x∗))U ′IN ) = 0 for realistic values.
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the result is greater than 0.

E[U(W )]|I∗ 6=0 − E[U(W )]|I∗=0 ≥

p(xN)U ′IL(I∗(1− p(xN)(1 + λ)))− (1− p(xN))U ′IN(I∗p(xN)(1 + λ)) = 0.

(6.28)

So after the comparison, for any (I ∗ E[U(W )]|I∗ 6=0 ≥ E[U(W )]|I∗=0),

we have come to a conclusion that an insured always prefers to buy some

insurance if the settings are as defined by solution of Equation 6.19.

Moreover, it is easy to see that if λ = 0, then I∗ = L. Now, if I∗ = 0,

then

λ =
(U ′NL − U ′NN)(1− p(x))

(U ′NL − U ′NN)p(x) + U ′NN
. (6.29)

As a result of Equation 6.29, we can conclude that the loading factor

forces the security level to be equal to xN which belongs to the interval

[0,
(U ′NL−U ′NN )(1−p(x))

(U ′NL−U ′NN )p(x)+U ′NN
].

Using Equation 6.15 for I 6= 0 and I = 0, it is easy to find that the

loading factor in the first case that is always lower:

(1− p(x))

p(x) + 1
U ′
NL

U ′
NN
−1

≥ (1− p(x))

p(x) + 1
U ′
IL

U ′
IN
−1

, since U ′NL ≥ U ′NN and U ′IL ≤ U ′IN .

(6.30)

6.4 Interdependence of security.

So far, we have investigated the independent case, where the likelihood of

an attack is only considered as the direct probability of attack to the organ-

isation. In reality, there is always interconnectedness of systems/networks,

and we, therefore, consider a degree of security interdependency for the

analysis. As we described previously (Equation 5.6 in Chapter 5.2), the
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probability of attack will be computed with the presence of interdepen-

dence degree.

pi(xiX−i) = 1− (1− γi(xi)) · Π−i , where

Π−i =
∏
∀j 6=i

(1− µ · γjxj). (6.31)

In this analysis, we do not intend to model the whole network and instead

we focus on a single insured. Thus, we can omit some indexes i and −i
and skip X−i to make the analysis understandable.

However, in this analysis, the security interdependency does not much

impact the investigation of finding I and λ. Thus, we simply should use

Equation 6.31 instead of simple pi.

{
1 + λ =

U ′IL
U ′IN ((1−γ(x∗))∗Π)+(γ(x∗)∗Π)U ′IL

;
(UIL−UIN )

U ′IN ((1−γ(x∗))∗Π)+(γ(x∗)∗Π)U ′IL
− 1

γ(x∗)∗Π = (1 + λ)I∗.
(6.32)

6.5 Use Case Examples

In this section, we would like to validate the current theoretical solution by

using two well-known DARA utility functions which are frequently used in

cyber insurance [25] literature: Constant Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA)

and Constant Relevant Risk Aversion (CRRA) functions. It is worth men-

tioning that CARA and CRRA utility functions are only useful examples,

while the findings from Section 6.3 are valid for any concave utility func-

tions.

6.5.1 CARA utility function

The main requirement for Constant Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA) func-

tion is the following:
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−U
′′
(W )

U ′(W )
= σ; σ > 0. (6.33)

To satisfy this relation, the following exponential function is denoted:

U(W ) = 1− exp−σW ; U ′(W ) = σ exp−σW ; U”(W ) = −σ2 exp−σW .

(6.34)

Now, let’s recall the Equation system 6.19 and apply the above function

so that the following result comes with using the first equation:

eσ(L−I∗) =
(1 + λ)(1− p(x∗))
(1− p(x∗)(1 + λ))

or (6.35)

I∗ = L− 1

σ
ln

[
(1 + λ)(1− p(x∗))
(1− p(x∗)(1 + λ))

]
. (6.36)

Also, the second equation from the system is turned into:

1

σ

1− eσ(L−I∗)

1− p(x∗) + p(x∗)(eσ(L−I∗))
− 1

p′(x∗)
= (1 + λ)I∗ or (6.37)

1

σ

λ

1− p(x∗)
− 1

p′(x∗)
= (1 + λ)I∗. (6.38)

The following form is assumed for f(I∗) function from Equation 6.21:

1

σ

λ

1− p(x∗)
− 1

p(x∗)
− (1 + λ)I∗ = f(I∗). (6.39)

Now, it can be seen that the loading factor (λ) is the solution of the

following transformed equation:

1

σ(1 + λ)

λ

1− p(x∗)
− 1

p′(x∗)(1 + λ)
= L− 1

σ
ln

[
(1 + λ)(1− p(x∗))
(1− p(x∗)(1 + λ))

]
.

(6.40)

Although the above equation is theoretically challenging to solve, the

solution can be found with applying graphic solutions or approximation

algorithms.
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6.5.2 CRRA utility function

The main condition to hold for Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA)

utility function is the following relation:

−U
′′
(W )

U ′(W )
=

σ

W
; σ > 0. (6.41)

Thus, the utility function can de described as follows:

U(W ) =

{
W 1−σ

1−σ for σ 6= 1

log(W ) for σ = 1
; U ′W = W−σ; U ′′W = −σW

−σ

W
.

(6.42)

If there is no loss of generality, we assume that σ 6= 1. Thus, the

same as CARA function, let us apply this utility function to the Equation

system 6.19 so that the following can be achieved using the first equation:(
W 0 − p(x∗)(1 + λ)I∗ − x∗

W 0 − L+ I − p(x∗)(1 + λ)I∗ − x∗

)σ
=

(1 + λ)(1− p(x∗))
(1− p(x∗)(1 + λ))

= α or

(6.43)

I∗ =
L σ
√
α− (W 0 − x∗)( σ

√
α− 1)

σ
√
α− p(x∗)(1 + λ)( σ

√
α− 1)

. (6.44)

And, the second equation from the system is transformed into:

1

1− σ
(W 0 − p(x∗)(1 + λ)I∗ − x∗)(α− 1)− αL+ αI∗

p(x∗)α + (1− p(x∗))
− 1

p(x∗)
= (1 + λ)I∗;

I∗ =
p(x∗)((W ∗ − x∗)(α− 1)− αL)− β

p(x∗)((1 + λ)β + p(x∗)(1 + λ)(α− 1)− α)
, (6.45)

where β = (1− σ)(p(x∗)α + (1− p(x∗))).

f(I∗) function from Equation 6.21 considers the following form:

f(I∗) =
(W 0 − p(x∗)(1 + λ)I∗ − x∗)(α− 1)− αL+ αI∗

(1− σ)(p(x∗)α + (1− p(x∗)))
− 1

p(x∗)
− (1 + λ)I∗.

(6.46)
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Now, it can be seen that the loading factor (λ) is the solution of the

following transformed equation:

L− (W 0 − x∗)( σ
√
α− 1)

σ
√
α− p(x∗)(1 + λ)( σ

√
α− 1)

=
p(x∗)((W 0 − x∗)(α− 1)− αL)− β

p(x∗)(1 + λ)β + p(x∗)(1 + λ)(α− 1)− α
.

(6.47)

Although the Equation 6.47 is theoretically hard to solve, the solution

can be found with applying graphic solutions or approximation algorithms.

6.5.3 Numerical analysis

To show whether the theoretical solution is correct, we would like to illus-

trate the validation with a couple of numerical analyses. We set the initial

wealth at 20 (thousand) euro and the loss at 10 (thousand) euro. Also, we

use the same σ = 0.1 for both CARA and CRRA utility functions. The

probability of functions is defined as follows (ensuring that p′(x∗) < 0 and

p
′′
(x∗) < 0):

p(x∗) =
0.2

(1 + x)
. (6.48)

Assuming these constant settings, We can find both λ and I.

CARA Let’s start with CARA utility function with σ = 0.1. To ob-

tain xN , which is the target to find when cyber insurance is available case

xN = x∗, we first solve Equation 6.13. With defined probability func-

tion (Equation 6.48), Equation 6.13 can be seen as a quadratic equation

where one solution is always negative. The second solution for the case is

xN ≈ 0.69. As is shown, the probability of attack we compute satisfies the

condition stated in Equation 6.7 p′(xN) ≈ −0.07 > −1/10 = −0.1.

In Figure 6.1, the left parts shows the behaviour (see Equation 6.39)

of auxiliary function f(I∗). Based on the reasoning in Section 6.3, when
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Figure 6.1: f(I) for CARA and CRRA examples.

Figure 6.2: Intersections of I(λ) for Equations 6.40(left) and 6.47 (right).

I∗ = 0 and λ ≈ 1.26, there is an intersection of the function and line

f(I∗) = 0. Moreover, there is also at least one more intersection with this

line for I∗ ≈ 3, 5946 6= 0 and λ ≈ 0.7153.

Naturally, instead of considering the auxiliary function for finding the

optimal values, it is more applicable to take into account Equation 6.40

and find the intersection points of the left and right parts of the equation.

These functions are depicted in the left part of Figure 6.2. We have derived

a simple hybrid root-finding algorithm3 to find the resulting values of I∗

and λ.
3The considered interval is first cut into small pieces and assign border values of different signs for the

pieces. Then, the bisection method is used for halving the pieces to check the signs of the function on

border values. It always leaves the half with different signs of the function on the border until the last

half is shorter than the allowed error.
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CRRA As we have done for CARA, the same analysis is applied to CRRA

utility function with the exact same σ = 0.1. Security investments level

was found at xN ≈ 0.43, which further meets the condition in Equation 6.7

p′(x∗) ≈ −0, 0978 > −1/10 = −0.1.

In the right part of Figure 6.1, it shows the result of f(I∗) using Equa-

tion 6.46 and intersection of left and right hand parts of Equation 6.47. The

function further intersects the line f(I∗) = 0, when I∗ = 0 and λ ≈ 0.063,

plus, there is a cross for I∗ ≈ 3.4586 6= 0 when λ ≈ 0.0267.

Effect of Interdependency. The final consideration for the numerical anal-

ysis is the impact of security interdependency (Π from Equation 6.31) on

the incentive of having a cyber insurance option. Three different coeffi-

cients are taken for the degree: Π = 1, Π = 0.9, and Π = 0.8, and the

result is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: f(I) for CARA (left) and CRRA (right) examples with different degree of

interdependency.

6.5.4 Discussion

As it is illustrated in the graph, the organisation/insured is more attracted

to buying cyber insurance when the point where f(I) line crosses axis I

(i.e., f(I) = 0) shifts to the left. Thus, it can be concluded that if a
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degree of security interdependence increases, the security investment falls

but the willingness to have cyber insurance increases. Furthermore, there

is the required increase in the insurance cost (i.e., λ) is lower: for CARA

λ = 0.1131 and for CRRA λ = 0.00947 if Π = 0.8 vs. for CARA λ = 0.7153

and for CRRA λ = 0.0267 if Π = 1.

It is also clear that function goes lower with the higher degree of in-

terdependency, and, eventually, its right end gets below 0. This indicates

that the optimal investments in the presence of cyber insurance with a

fair price become higher than the optimal investments with the absence of

cyber insurance.

6.6 Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, we have theoretically investigated the possibility of raising

the security investments when a cyber insurance option is available, up to

the level of no insurance available case. The analysis has shown that, even

though the premium is higher, the security investments level can be raised

at an equal level as in the no-insurance case by adjusting the loading factor

as an incentive. This indicates that the insureds are interested in having at

least some portions of cyber insurance option as a treatment alternative. It

is worth mentioning that our work has fewer assumptions than the current

works have, i.e., [35].

To validate our theoretical analysis, we have applied two generic func-

tions (CARA and CRRA) example for some numerical experiments. Also,

with a presence of security interdependence, the result shows that the in-

sureds are more encouraged to buy cyber insurance. Although the increase

of security interdependence degree directs the drop of security investments,

the insureds are comparably more incentivised by cyber insurance than in

the case of a no-insurance case. The effect of security interdependence has
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not been completed and we left a thorough analysis for future investiga-

tions.

We see a possible direction to continue analysing the possibility of ad-

justing the insurance price to affect the security investment based on our

proposed model. This includes the potential analysis of raising security

investments even higher than the no-insurance case. Also, our analysis can

be extended with having an information asymmetry issue, i.e., where moral

hazard and adverse selection problems have a place. In this regard, con-

tract discrimination ideas could be another incentive when the information

asymmetry problem lies. The work by Pal et al., [113] can be integrated

for a better understanding of how our analysis can be extended with a fine

and rebate mechanism.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion of the thesis

In this thesis work, we have analysed the relation between cyber insurance

and security investments under various scenarios. In particular, we showed

how cyber insurance can be a part of security treatment options through

incorporation with security controls. The proposed solution models mul-

tiple threats and provide both theoretical and algorithmic approaches to

solve the problem. Furthermore, we investigated the possibility of raising

the security investments in a non-competitive insurance market model and

the effect of security interdependence.

The following sections comprise the main achievements which signifi-

cantly contribute to the maturity of cyber insurance.

7.1 Competitive Insurance Market

Our first achievement was to theoretically show the potential trade-off be-

tween the cyber insurance premium and security investments in a compet-

itive insurance market. The core was to investigate the relationship when

there are multiple-threats considered as opposed to current approaches

which model a single threat in cyber insurance. We mathematically showed

that the indemnity is equal to the loss considering the multiple-threats sce-

nario.
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Not only did we mathematically solve the problem, but we also intro-

duced algorithmic solutions for optimising the security control selection

process. From the optimisation standpoint, we introduced an innovative

version of multiple 0-1 knapsack problem by proposing both exact algo-

rithms (i.e., Dynamic programming and Projection idea) and approximate

algorithms (Greedy and Genetic algorithm). What is new in our solution

is that we derived the legacy way of solving the knapsack problem and

adapted it to our selection problem. The main difference is that our solu-

tion finds the optimal budget as an output while the traditional methods

look for the best controls within the pre-specified budget.

Based on the use cases, we showed and recommended which method is

suitable for which scenario. More importantly, we integrated the proposed

solution into an online risk assessment tool that we developed. So, a wider

audience had the potential to use our approach.

In summary, our proposed solution investigated one of the biggest chal-

lenges in cyber insurance and solved the problem in a way in which an

organisation makes a rational decision on its security expenditure.

Future Work. In this work, we have not considered the correlation of se-

curity controls’ cost which can be addressed in our further analysis. In this

regard, the core of the proposed algorithms will be changed according to

the extension of our theoretical investigation. Moreover, we will investigate

the effect of security interdependence to see how our optimisation solution

and the behaviour of the organisation on investing in self-protection will

be varied.

7.1.1 Time-to-Compromise metric

Our another contribution in the competitive insurance market was to adapt

the time-to-compromise metric to define the security controls’ capability
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of decreasing the vulnerability. We showed how the metric plays an impor-

tant role and can be integrated into cyber insurance models. The result

initially appeared to be promising in a way that connects the probability

of successful attack and vulnerabilities of the system. Last but not least,

we see a possible direction on investigating how the time-to-compromise

metric can alter the duration of cyber insurance policy (usually a year)

depending on organisations’ level of security as this has already been done

in other insurance areas [51].

7.2 Non-competitive Insurance Market

As opposed to the competitive insurance market, a non-competitive market

model is considered much complex and it often requires a rigorous theoret-

ical investigation. In this work, we analysed the problem and theoretically

investigated if there is a potential to avoid the drop of security investments

when a cyber insurance option is available as a risk treatment alternative.

We mathematically showed that the security investments can be raised to

the level of no insurance case by optimising the loading factor. Results were

numerically validated considering two generic utility functions, CARA and

CRRA, to show how they could be applied into a practical scenario.

Future Work. As we modelled the multiple-threats case in a competitive

insurance market model our further investigation will be analysing the

problem in a non-competitive insurance market. We admit that the theo-

retical part will require complex analysis, yet once this part will be done,

the algorithmic solution will be improved with less complexity. Moreover,

in this work, we showed that security investments may potentially be higher

than the level without no insurance is the available scenario. Thus, we will

conduct a thorough analysis to know whether it could meet our expectation
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or not.

7.3 Effect of Security Interdependence

Another contribution of the thesis is that we investigated the effect of

security interdependence in both market models. In a competitive insur-

ance market model, we found that cyber insurance can be an incentive for

the organisation to invest in self-protection with a certain degree of secu-

rity interdependence. We also showed that the security interdependence

positively affects cyber insurance and it could further elevate the security

investments up to a certain level if, initially, the security investments with-

out cyber insurance are higher than the level with cyber insurance case is

available.

For the non-competitive insurance market, we have seen some drop-

in security investments due to the increase of security interdependence in

comparison with the level when there is no cyber insurance option available.

We would like to analyse if certain enforcements may encourage the insured

to invest more even though the security interdependence increases.
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Appendix

8.1 Notations used in the thesis:

U() → Utility function

E[U()] → Expected utility function

W 0 → Initial wealth

W → Final wealth

~π → Probability of a threat survival
~F → Expected number of threat attempts

x → Security investment

Π → Security interdependency degree

c → Cost of a countermeasure

p or ~p → Probability of a threat occurrance

P → Premium

~z → Number of threat occurrences

K → A set of available countermeasures

L or ~L → Loss

Ks → A set of selected countermeasures

I or ~I → Indemnity

V → A set of vulnerabilities

t → Time-to-compromise metric
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λ → Loading factor

γ(x) → Direct probability of attack

µi,j → Bilateral probabilities of contagion

X−i → Investments of other organisations in the community

8.2 Acronyms used in the thesis:

DP → Dynamic Programming

GA → Genetic Algorithm

RA → Risk assessment

CARA → Constant Absolute Risk Aversion

CRRA → Constant Relevant Risk Aversion

CVSS → Common Vulnerability Scoring System
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